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HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1952

Scientific Data

Comedy Quartet

Plays Big Part

Slated for

In Fire

h

Control

Plainwell, district supervisor,

at the sixth of a series of conservation lectures Tuesday night
in Longfellow school.
Speaking on the topic of "The
Obligation of the CommunityTo-

ward Our Natural Resources."
Clock outlined preventive measures for fire protection in which
scientific data is used to a great
degree in ‘“pre-suppression"programs.
With most fires caused by carelessness. the speaker pointed to
educational campaigns each year
through newspapers, magazines,
radio and televisionand through
such meetings as the series staged
in Holland.
"The people of Ottawa county
are much more fire conscious
than they were 20 years ago," he
said, pointing particularly to the
large stands of Christmas trees on
land previously regarded as
worthless. With people, particularly farmers, conscious of fire
dangers, many local programs for
fire control have been organized,
and when fire is controlled in
early stages, the tfork of two men
with proper equipment often
quells what used to require the
combined efforts of 60 to 70
men. The state program covera
private lands an well as state-

owned

Hera is the nucleus of the executive committee
which Is organizing the Holland City Hospital
Auxiliary,an organization which is designed to
use volunteer effort on all levels. Already some 16
group* have. signifiedtheir willingness to work
with the auxiliaryon a wide range of projects.
In front row, left to right, are Rena Boven,
superintendent of nurses; Fred Burd, hospital
director!Mrs. Raymond Fehring, temporary
president,and Mrs. Ronald Yaw of East Grand

Rapids,who aided In organizing;second row, Mrs.
Arnold DeFeyter, Mr*. Ralph Dokter, Mrs. Egbert
Brink, Mrs. Gerrit Vanden Bos and Mrs. Carl
Cook; third row, Mrs. J. J. Brower, Mrs. A. W.
Tahaney, Mrs. Al Van Lopik, Mrs. Willis Welling
and Mrs. John Kobes; standing, Mrs. C. C. Andreasen, Mrs. ClarenceDe Graaf, Mrs. Stuart
Padnos, Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand, Mrs. Albert Timmer, Mrs. Ray Armbrusterand Mrs. Leroy Riemersma.
(Sentinel photo)

All Kinds of Projects

lands.

He quoted some interestingstatistics. Michigan has 62 million
acres, 36 million in land and 26
There isn’t any project too big
million on water. There are 175
conservation officers, each cover- or too small that cannot be adopting a theoretical 1/3 millionacres. ed by groups in the newly organThere are 120 full-time fire ofized Holland City Hospital Auxilficers and 150 fire towers. The
first fire tower in the state was a iary, a review of possibilities at
wooden structurebuilt in 1912 the hospital revealed today.
and the first steel tower was
The auxiliary is in the process
erected in 1913. Most fire towers
of launching a city-wide program
are 100 feet high, but some are
which will utilize effortsof many
150 feet high.
Sound filma demonstrated the groups on any level. Some groups
work of the tower man, how firea will engage in volunteer sendee
are spotted, location determined
through cross check with other such as bandage rolling, sewing or
stations nearby and how fire performing certain tasks in the
fighting units are alerted through hospital such as reception and
an efficient communication*sys- operating the book wagon.
tem. Scicntificcequipment used

Listed for City Hospital

Cub Pack Marks

42nd Anniversary

SetatFennville
—

Fennville (Special)
World
Day. of Prayer will be observed
here Friday with the three churches, Baptist, Bible and Methodist uniting in service at the Methodisrt church.

A

•
children’sprayer service
will be held at 10:45 a.m. with

Mrs. Garth Smith in charge of
devotionalfl and Mrs. Warren Carr ngton of Kalamazoo as speaker.

laws committee.
Hospital Director Fred Burd has
compiled the following partial list
df projects which may be adopted
in whole or in part by participating groups of the new auxiliary:
Administration— calculatingmachine, $800; two stenographer
chairs, $90; microfilming medical
records, $1,500; cross indexing filing cabinet,$800; desk for hostess
in lobby, $45; chair, $15; total.

Chamber Begins
Membership Drive

Show

Later Hiis

Week

in

Arizona

Holland with

chairman for the evening.

Hugh Rowell. Cub commissioner, presented the charter to Rudolph. Pack committeemen were
awarded pins and thanked* for
their leadership.

his committee.

At the

Special Session

made

models of

—

Obstetrics

delivery table,

outstanding

worthy matron, to be used for the pack.”
Closing feature was the singevening.
Mrs. Price and Louis Hieftje, ing of ‘God Bless America" by
worthy patron, presided at the ini- the Cubs.
tiation of two candidates.Mrs.
Price then turned over the gavel Fined for Drunkenness
to Mrs. Robert Parkes, past maGrand Haven (Special)— M>Ton
tron. A beautiful floral-affiliation
Kray. 30. Grand Haven, arrested
ceremony was performed on two by city police Tuesday night for
candidates by the past matrons being drunk, paid *10 fine, $5.75
and patrons.
costs in Justice T. A. Husteds
All the past matrons and patrons
court Wednesday.
received gifts from the chapter.
The worthy matron made the presentations.
After the meeting, refreshments
were served by a committeeheaded by Mrs. Willis De Cook, assisted by Mrs. E. K. Lanning,Mrs.

and left
training site on Mon
relatives,

Confusion

Art Sas, chairman of the hobby

show

•

-

Surgery — conductiveflocring, Long Illness Fatal
$560; anesthesia machine, $700;
glove rack, $250; operating room For Ole Soderberg
light, $800; air conditioning for
Ole Soderberg, 86, died Wednessurgery, $2,500; sigmoidoscope, day afternoon at the hone of his
$100; skin grafting machine, $100; son and daughtcr-in-law,Mr. and
Pilgrim Home cemetery. Friends fracture table/ $1,800; emergency Mrs. Delbert Soderberg of route
may call aUttie funeral home Fri- instruments, $40; scrub sink (re- 4 (Lake Shore Rd.), following a
placement), $400; shade for win- lingering illness.
day from 7 to 9 p m.
dow, $50; total, $7,390.
Surviving are another son, RayPatient area— furniture for sun- mond of Holland; three daughters,
Allegan Baby Dies
deck, $135; fans for patients' Mrs. Oliver Tengblad of Chicago,
Allegan (Special)— Funeral ser- rooms (12), $250; mattressdolly, Mrs. T. T. Clark of Wheaton, 111.,
vices were to be held at 2 pm. $90; bed lamps, (65), $450; incin- and Mrs. Andrew Ruys of Holland;
this afternoon at Gorden funeral erator, $250; infant oxygen tent, eight grandchildren and nine great
home for Florence E. Alflen, five- $210; therfnos water jugs (70), grandchildren.
montha-olddaughter of Mr. and $1,100; thermos coffee servers
Funeral services will be held
Mrs. Robert Alflen, route 4, Al- (70), $1,000; straight chairs for Saturday at 2 p.m. from the Ver
legan, who died Tuesday in Bron- patient rooms (20), $600; foot Lee funeral home. Abe Hartsoma
son hospital,Kalamazoo. Surviv- stools (45). $450; plastic baskets will officiate. Burial will be in
ors include four sisters, Donna for bassinets (10), $200; bedside Lakewood cemetery. Friends may
Jean, Peggy, Bonnie and Cynthia cabinets (12), $420; oxygen tent call at the funeral home this eveand a brother, Norman, all at bases (12), $175; mattresses (25), ning from 7 to 9 p,m. and Friday
home.
$750; TV stands .(4), 1100.
from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
home.

Funeral serviceswill be held at
10 a.m. Saturday from the Dykstra funeral home. Lt. Richan!
Hambridge of the Salvation Army
will officiate. Burial will be . in

.

streams have caused some confus-

museum

5
and
9 pjn. and Saturday from 9
to

p.m., Friday from 1 to 5 p.m.

7

to

a.m. to 5 p.m. Exhibitors may obtain registration blanks from
Chamber of Commerce headquarters or may fill in such blank#
when they bring their exhibits to
the museum.
Only a few perrons have filed
registration cards to date, but
the committee hoped many more
exhibitors, both new and old
would be entering the event.
Sas is assistedby Verne G.
Hohl, paintings;Mra. G G Wood,
textiles, Bert Selles, photography;
Hugh Rowell, stamps, and Ray

Heavener.models.

The show i#

sponsored by the Community Service committeeof the Chamber of

Commerce and NetherlandaMuseum.
Current attractionat the city greenhouaea these day* Is a rara
plant called a Nun's orchid given Park 8upL Dick Smallenburg last
aumtner by Mra. Arthur A. Vlsacher who obtained the plant In 8t
Petersburg, Fla., three year* ago. Mra. Vlsacher had no succeas In
making. the plant bloom and gave It to Smallenburg. It hat been /in
bloom five or eix weeks and will laat another three weeks, Smallenburg aaye. It's a atrange type which grows well In toll whereas
orchids grow in toose and roots. The blooms are mostly tan with
bluish and ivory contrasting tone*. The plant standi II to 20

tall.

(Sentinelphoto)

Funeral Rites Held

Farm Bureau Has

For Robert Berlien

Annual Meeting

held Wednesday in

The committeeemphasized that
no person should feel apologetic
about limitationsof talent Hobbies are fun and should be encour-

aged, quality of perfection notwithstanding, the committee feels.
Special emphasis is being placed on knittingand faneywork this
year, along with the established
hobbies such as painting, photography, ceramics, stamp mountings, and model building,particularly model trains. Demonstrations also are being scheduled
every evening on the week-long
show.

Funeral service# were to be
Michigan

City, Ind., for Robert G. Berlien,

Grand Rapids
Minister Dies

A

Former School
Dies

Two Cars Crash
Grand Haven (Special) — At
Wednesdya cars driven by
Daniel P. Sullivan, 27, Grand

7:58

Haven,

and James

Pearl,

26,

J. Borcien. The couple moved to
Holland in May of 1948 to make
Iheir home with a on-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest V.
Hartman of 73 East 10th St.
Mrs Borden taught in the county and city schools of Gladwin
from 188.') until 1912. She was
Louise K’eis, Holland high county commissionerof schools of
school senior, is among the junior Gladwin county from 1897 until
and senior high school students 1901. She was a member of First
whose art work has been select- Method itit church of Holland.
ed for special recognition in the
Mr. Borden died on March 1,
Wes tern- Northern M i c h i g a n 1919.
ScholasticArt Awards contest. Surviving are the daughter,
Thia contest is sponsored region- Mrs. Bernice Hartman; two grandally by Wurzbug of Grand Rapids children; a great grandson; a sisin co-operation with Scholastic ter-in-law.Mrs. Minnie Gi^tterMagazine.
ton of Tillsonburg, Ontario.
For her artwork. Mis« Klels Gravesideservices will be held
was giv»n a gold key aw'ard ami Tu<*day at 2 pm. at the Roseher entry is on display in the dale Memorial Park in Grand
auditoriumof Wurzburg through Rapids. The Rev. John O. Hagans,
March 8. At the close of the exhi- pastor of First Methodist church,
bit, her entry will he forwarded Holland, will officiate.

Local Student

Award

Wins Art

Spring Lake, were involved in an
accident at Seventh and Jackson
Sts. City police report that Pearl,
while trying to make a left turn, to the Carnegie institutein Pittsstruck the Sullivan car. No tic- burgh for national judging.
Miss Klels is the daughter of
ket was Issued.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon H. Kleis, 581
Washington Blvd.
There were more than 1.100 entries ifi the contest which includ-

Hay

Mow

Fall Fatal

For Allegan Farmer
Allegan (UP) —
Commons 38, a route

in non-trout streams
not otherwise closed to spearing.
Under a *>eciaJ provision allowing the conservation director
to designate certain streams to be
open for spearing even with artificial light all non-trout streams
that are open for spearing in Ottawa county also are open for
use with artificial light.
However, certain designated
trout streams still remain oloaed
to spearing. These include Ten
Hagen creek, Davis creek, Little
Pigeon river Richardson cfeek,
Sterns creek and parts of the
ficial light

ion among local sportsmen, Conservation Officer, illmer Boerman
explained today.
Concerning dip-netting,the new
rules push the opening date back
one month from March 1 to April
1. The new section reads that
dip-net# may be used from April
1 through May 31 in the Lower
Peninsula, and during the month
of May m the Upper Peninsula.
Most regulations for dip-netting Big Pigeon river.
are the same as in previous years.
The Big Pigeon is open to
Spearing may be done by bow spearing only in the portion upand arrow this year under a new stream from the School house
regulation. The law specifiesthe bridge in the southeast quarter
season from April 1 to May 31 in of section three of Olive (ownthe Lower Peninsulaand during ship.
^ay in the Upper Peninsula. ' "That’s where a lot of good
Spears or bow and arrow may be spearing is," Boerman commentused without use of jack or arti- ed.

Lawrence
2, Allegan

children.

Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 3 pm. from LaGrave Avenue Christian Reformed church with the Rev. Herman
Bel and Dr. George GorL* officiating. Burial will be in Oak Hill
cemetery. The body is at the
home of the daughter, Mrs. Richard Vander Wilt, 2128 Madison
Ave., S. E.

Henry Vander Weide
Succumbs at

Hit

Home

Zeeland (Special) -rHenry Vander Weide, 59. of 229 North State
St., died early this morning at
his home after a four months’ illness.

He had been in the trucking
business in Zeeland for 35 years.
He was born in Oakland to the
late Mr. and Mra. John Vander
Weide.
Surviving are the wife, Jennie;
a son, Jasen of Zeeland; three
daughters, Mrs. George Buursma
of Allegan, Mrs. Harmon Jones of
Holland and Esther at home; four
grandchildren; two brothers, the
Rev. FYed Vander Weide of Holland and Benjamin Vander Weide
of Grand Rapids; a sister,Mrs.
Sam De Free of South Bend, Ind.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. from the Yntema funeral home with the Rev,

27 different classifications. farmer who fractured his hack in
Gold achievementskeys, highest a fall from a hay mow, died early
regional honor, were presented to today in a Kalamazoo hospital.
He struggled to his car and
68 students from 32 cities.
Mrs. Louise Krum. art instruc- drove a half mile to summon aid
tor at Holland high, is a member after the accident Sunday.
of the advisory committee for the
John den Ouden officiating. BurWestern and Northern Scholastic
Man Arrested
ial will be In Zeeland cemetery.
Art Awards.
Sheriff’s officer# Wednesday Friends may call at the funeral
picked up Oren Smitt, 31-year-old home.
Municipal Coart News
truck driver, on a non-support
Norman A. Cobb, of 79 West warrant Issued by Saginaw authExtra Officer to Help
12th St., paid fine and costs of $7 orities. Saginaw officerscalled
in Municipal Court Wednesday on for him later Wednesday. Smith Issue Bicycle Licenses
a stop sign charge. Parking fines had been living at 78 East 12th
An extra man will be placed on
of $1 each were paid by Duane St.
duty to handle bicycle licenseapKalawart. of 24 West 35th St., and
plications Friday and Saturday,
Majid Tadayon, of 302 East 14th
Cottage Entered
Holland police officialssaid toSt
Grand Haven. Special )~Sher- day.
ifP.s department reports that ac- • Saturday is, the deadline for
Hurt in Accident
cording to informationreceived buying 1952 bicycle licenses,and
Grand Haven (Special)— Peter from Darwin Smith, an employe about half of the usual 2,600 isJohn Van Der Wall, 24, of New of the Grand .Rapids pumping sued in the city remain to be
Era, was severely injured in an station on the Lake Shore Rd., a bought, Chief Jacob Van Hoff
accident on US-16 a half mile cottage owned by Thorn Brown, estimated.
west of Marne at 2:55 a.m. today. Grand Rapids, located near the
He urged all bicycle
He was taken ' to Butterworth pumping station,had been broken who don’t have their 11
hospital,Grand Rapids. State po- into. A door was broken open but to apply for them a>
lio# art investigating.
nothing was reported pvbwing.
.W-fi

ed

Among Some Sportsmen

New provisions in conservation
laws affecting dip-nc-Jting and
spearing on Ottawa county

committee, said the

will be open today from 1

here for the
Hamilton — More than 35 per- 56, who died unexpectedly at his
day.
After signing a contract with sona attended the annual meeting home in Michigan Gty Friday.
General Manager Hank Greenberg
of the Hamilton Farm Bureau Burial was at Greenwood cemein Geveland, Zuverink made it
tery in Michigan Gty.
known that he was going out af- Thursday afternoon in Hamilton Mr. Berlien, a conductor for
Grand Rapid#— The Rev. Wilter a starting pitching role tor auditorium. Annual reports were the South Shore line, had lived
liam
D. Vanderwerp, 82, former
Geveland this season. He spent submitted by Manager Andrew G. in Michigan. Gty for eight year#.
most of last summer m the Indian Lohmann and other leaders.
He marriM Grace Miller at Gib- president of the Board of Foreign
Missions for the Christian Rebull pen.
son, Mich., in. December, 1917,
Gilbert Immink was re-elected
formed church, died Wednesday
and lived there fqr some time.
night in Pine Rest sanitarium.
to the board of directorsfor a
Surviving beside# the wife are
Hope Goes bn Holiday .
He was born in Graafschap
three-year term and Andrew Prins a daughter, Mrs. Elmer Webster;
near Holland and was graduated
(wo
sons.
Robert
G.
Jr.,
and
John
Honoring Cage Squad
waa elected as director succeeding
from Calvin collegeand seminary.
Benjamin Tucker who did not H.; two brothers,Charles of Kala- Among the many pastorates he
Hope college student# enjoyed
mazoo
and
Ren
of Oakland, Calif,,
seek re-electionafter 20 years on
held was a three-year term at
a day away from the classes Wedand nine grandchildren.
the board.
Maple
Avenue Christian Reformday as the college paid tribute Members passed a resolution
ed church in Holland from 1913
to the championshipHope basket
opposing Universal Military Trainto 1916. Other churcheswere in
ball team with a "glory day."
ing and instructed the clerk to
Monsey, N. Y„ Grand Haven,
special program started
send suitable copies to chairmen
Grand Rapids Franklin St., Zeelthings rolling Wednesday. After
of the Armed Sendees committees
and, East Saugatuck, Drenthe,
peppy songs and cheers, Athletic
in the House and Senate.
Allendaleand New Era, all in
Director M. L. Hinga and Coach
James Bliss, general manager of Official
Michigan, and Prairie Gty, la.
John Vlsser spoke briefly and inthe Michigan Elevator Exchange
He retired in 1937 but served
troduced members of the team,
of which Hamilton Farm Bureau
Mrs. Kate Ch&ttertonBorden, 10 year# as assistantpastor of Lawhich won the MIAA championed operations of the state organi88. of Holland, died this morning Grave Avenue Christian Reformship.
zation and lauded Hamilton Farm
ed church. Since 1947 he was an
It was the second "gkry day"
at Holland hospital.
Bureau for its excellent record as
associate pastor of that church.
for Hope during this year. A simShe was bom on March 16,
a
co-operative,emphasizing the
Surviving are two sons, the
ilar observancehonored the colHamilton bureau is the best in the 1863. in Vienna, Ontario, and Rev. Donald W. Vanderwerp of
lege's co-championshipin MIAA
state and probably in the nation. came to the United States at the Muskegon and the Rev. Marvin J.
football last fall
"Hamilton has been a shining
age of 21 to live with a sister Vanderwerp of Fremont; one
example of what farmers can do
daughter. Mrs. Richard Vander
who was residing in GJadwin. On Wilt of Grand Rapids; five grandOne Day, 1,500 Sales
if they work together,”he said.
Aug. 5, 1891, .she married Darnel children and two great grand-

Kramer and Miss Mary

MonetZa.

today, Friday or Saturday,

day.

New Conservation Rules Causing

William, all at total, $6,450.

.

seum

inches

potluck si/pperlast Thursday in trainingat Tucson, Ariz.
George spent the week-end in
Washington school. About 100 at-

was given by Neal
The Chamber of Commerce
Membership campaign opened Kuiken. Laverne Rudolph was
with action this morning, following the kickoff breakfast. New
members were reported to Chairman George Copeland,less than
10 minutes after he had issued
the challenge to the members of

Persona entering exhibit# In
fourth annual hobby
show next week in Netherlands
Museum were reminded today to
bring their exhibits to the muHolland’s

George Zuverink, Holland pitch-

tended.
Invocation

for the last five year.
Born on Aug. 11, 1933, in Hol- $1,000.
Central supply — needle washer,
land, she was the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Moomey of $200; glove washer, $300; total,
$500.
441 West 23rd St.
Laundry— ironer, $5,000; bishop
Surviving are the parents; two
sisters. Eveyln Moomey of truck, $200: automatic timer for
Adrian and Mrs. Richard Aman washers (2), $150; ward linen Alice
of Holland;three brothers, Eu- trucks (2), $500; tumbler, $600;
genf. George and

Zuverink

Members of Holland chapter No. buildings in Holland,each boy
getting his assignment in secret
429, Order of Eastern Star, held
in an envelope. Models will be on
a special meeting Tuesday evening
display at the Chamber of Comin the new chapter rooms for inimerce. Next month’s project is Left Before Deadline
tiation and aftiliationof candidates
With only one more day left
and also to honor past matrons kite making.
Plans
for the district circus before the deadline for purchasand past patrons.
Visitors were present from March 14 an 15 were announced. ing 1952 automobile license plates,
Persons planning to attend can about 1,500 more plates remain to
Saugatuck. Douglas, Grand Haven.
call 7005 for reservations.
lx* sold, according to an estimate
Star of Bethlehem chapter and
Four boys enacted an Indian by license bureau Manager Alvin
Overland Park, Kan. Among the
Dance of the Corn in costumes H. Dyk.
guests were the Grand represen$3,250.
they have prepared for the circus.
About 3,000 sales have been
Dietary — soundproof ceiling of tative from Ottawa. Canada, to
Den Mother pins were awarded made since Monday, with the
kitchens, $550; pot washing sink, Michigan.Mrs. Fern Verdi’in of
to Mrs. Laverne Rudolph. Mrs. grand total of plates issued stand$600; work table, $110; pot rack Grand Haven, who was introduced,
Derk Van Raalte. Mrs. LeRoy ing at about 15,000.
for table, $50; toaster (lb-slice t, and Mrs. Marie Ellingsonof Grand
The license bureau, located at
$500; canopy over dishwasher, Haven, president of the Ottawa Pontious. Mrs. Ivan DeNeff and
Andries Steketee. Emphasis was 89 West Eighth St., will remain
$150; dishes, $200; silverware, 10 County association.Mrs. Ellingson
placed on the fact that the Den open from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. both
doz., $150; reach-in refrigerator presented the Sister Lorena Van(replacement),$600; lavatory. $50; derstel gavel to Mrs. Earl Price, Mothers are the "strength of the Friday and Saturday.

At 2 pm. Mrs. Carringtonwil)
address the adults and Mrs. Carl
Hart of Pullman and Gerrit Dyk- pastry table, $150; steamer. $400;
man of Holland will be soloists. vegetable sheer, $20; meat sheer,
$200; total, $3,730.
X-ray — dictaphone, $800; lead
18- Year-Old Succumbs
for door and wall, $150; desk
lamp, $35; typing desk, $150; vent
From Injuries of Fall
for dryer, $100; total, $1,235.
Dorothy Mae Moomey, 18, died
Laboratory — fluorescentlights
this morning from injuries re- (2), $150; work table, $150; EKG
ceived when she accidentally fell machine, $800; blood gas apparaWednesday at Michigan State tus, $260; stenographer chair, $45;
hospital, Kalamazoo, where she arm chair, $50; total, $1,455.

had been

quartet of Holland; the Extension
Chords of Grand Rapids, and the
Four Stars of Holland. The Grand
Rapids chapter chorus of 52 voices
also will appear.

Cub Scout families of Pack 6 er with the Cleveland Indians,
celebrated the 42nd anniversary settled down to work with the
of Scouting at a Blue and Gold Geveland club this week at spring

OES Chapter Has

Prayer

For Hobby

91

March 14

To Train With Tribt

Of Boy Scouts

*

of

Bring Exhibits

Parade

Friday, March 14, along with
other top-notchorganization* in
the field of barbershopquartet
harmony
The boys say the quartet was
formed by accident, through an
accident and etill is an accident
in view of the fact the group has
been together almost 10 years and
hasn’t Improved one bit.
"Any resemblance between oure
and any other quartet is purely
coincidental since the only thing
we have in comn.jn is that we
have four men and sometimes
people doubt that too," Spokesman Jack Schulz says.
Members are Hilton "Ole" Hanson, tenor; Jack Schulz, lead; Ed
Harn, baritone,and Carl Iverson*
base. The quartet appearedon 16
parades in the 1949-50 season and
17 last season. Some appearances
had to be cancelled early this
season because of illnes* of one
member.
There will be two performances of the local parade, one at
7 p.m. and the other at 9:15 p.m.
Other quartetsappearing will
be the Schmitt Brothers of Two
Rivers, Wis., internationalchampions; the Four Fathers of Muskegon; the Hollandaires.ladies’

Cubmaster Ivan DeNeff and
breakfast, Copeland assistantChester Vfcm Der Molen
Others will adopt small projects briefedhis committeeon the work made awards to Cubs for advancein determining burning conditions
ment and the monthly project in
we^e, effectively pictured.Another such as providing,thermos w ater involved in the two-day drive.
a candlelightceremony." '
The
slogan
“You
Too
in
52"
was
film on the disastrous Maine fires pitchers for rooms or individual
Earning the awards were John
a few years ago also was shown. thermos coffee seners. Larger adopted by the group. The prosOwens.
Jarvis Post. Andries Stekpect
list
disclosed
various
trades,
A demonstrationof gun safety groups wanting more ambitious
was given by Gerrit Huizenga of projects can find a variety of industries and professions that etee. Steven Graters. Charles
the Chick-Owa club of Zeeland, equipment which the hospital has will be called upon during the Shucks. David Gronewald,Donald
Kievit, Wayne Slag. Gary Kolean.
and musical entertainmentwas listed as needs. Anything done on two days.
Those taking part in the drive Donald Houtman, Steven Slag.
provided by the Chick-Owa Corn a volunteer level or by generous
are: Mrs Geraldine Smith, Mias Terry Kolean. Jim Sikkel, Ralph
Borers, a novelty quartet.
persons helps the hospital considNeal De Waard, presiding of- erably in the total program and Lulu Harrington, A. T. Severson, Houston, Robert Parkes, Royce
ficer, announced that Norman helps reduce hospital costs, a cer- Robert J Kouw, William J. Olive, Rudolph. Charles Ragains. John
Billings of the Michigan Water tain amount of which is cared for Melvin Kail. Riemer Van Til, Gronberg,Rolland Swank. Lon
Hans Suzenaar, E. T. Holmen, DeNeff. Kenneth and Gary Van
Resourcescommissionwill appear by taxpayers.
Neal Steketee, and Harry Wies- Der Molen. Bruce Kuiken and
next week. The series, free for
Mrs. Raymond H. Fehring is
James Cotts.
the public, is sponsored by the temporary president of the auxil- kamp.
There were 19 badges. 18 gold
Adult Education program and the iary and Gertrude Steketee is vice
arrows and 40 silver arrows
Fish and Game club, in co-opera- president. Mrs. Carl Cook is secawarded to the Cubs and (our
tion with the MichiganConserva- retary; Mrs. A. W. Tahaney, treasCubs earned the Webelos.
tion commission.
urer, and Mrs. Peter Van DomeAs the monthly project. Cubs
len, Jr., is chairman of the oy-

Day

m

The Mountain Boys of Racine,
Wte., top comedy quartet,will appear at the sixth annual Parade
of Quartets in Holland theater

Functionsof law enforcement
and fire protection for the Michigan conservation department in
11 southwest Michigan counties
were described by Edward Clock

of

City
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Committees
Deliberate

Appointed Here
For

1952

Maroon

mm

m

Committees were appointed and
St. Joseph (Special)

made Monday
right for the 49th annual encampment of United Spanish War
Veterans and Auxiliary. The encampment is scheduled for June

—

Allegan (Special)

Libia

Hol-

ed forces will raise the Allegan
county fund drive goal $800 to

by knocking the state’s leading
class B quintet from the ranks

ere, Otsego, county chapter chair-

of the unbeaten with a 52-41 de-

man.

Bears'

v

over St. Joseph on the
home court. The loss for

This remodeledstructure, now occupied as a
home by Mrs. Edna Regelln, is the second to be
moved In Agnew for a right-of-wayfor the relocated US-31. First building to be moved was
Immanuel Lutheran church which la now on ita

new alte about a mile away on M-5Q. Life In the
amall Ottawa county village, population102,
continues much the same as before. In all, 10
structures Including the church, store, service
stations and a few homes will be moved.
(Sentinel photo)

HoM

Second Agnew Structure

Ready

to Be

Moved

Seconds

their

own

with

spectacular display of ball handling and all around finesse, the
Maroons outplayed the Bears in

quate for the work, officials said.
Accordingto Mrs. Mary Harris,
chapter secretary, the unit* work

every department. Masterminded
by Coach Art Tills, the Dutch-

was

“extremely varied” during
the past year. It ranged from
speeding help to families which

men

played strict percentage basketball and had the fast break
conscious St. Joe club bewildered
and off balance all night
Christian used a rotary offense
the entire game and literally tantalized the Bears out of, the tilt.
The ball handling of the Maroons’

lost all their belongings In rural
fires to notifying fathers overseas of the birth of children.
Mrs. Harris believes the chapter set something of a record in
Mr. ond Mrs. Hehiry
'
getting news of the birth of a son
On Saturday, Feb. 23, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were to Dr. Harry Schneider, Allegan
Mrs. Henry Johnson of 29 East married in Allegan and have lived doctor stationed in Germany. The
13th St., celebrated their 58th in Holland for 52 years. Mr. John- baby waa born in the morning at
wedding anniversary. Although no son, now retired, was employed Bronson hospital. Hie chapter
at West Michigan furniture com- was notified soon after and Dr.
special celebration is planned for
pany for 46 years.
Schneiderhad the news in GerSaturday, the couple observed
They have one son, Earl John- many that evening, in time to
Sunday at the home of their
son, Lakewood Blvd., who also pass out cigars to his mess mates
grandson and his wife, Mr. and
will attend the Sunday celebra- at supper.
Mrs. Ernest Johnson of 281 West
tion,
two grandchildren and
17th St.
three great grandchildren.

outcourtmen, Merle Van Dyke,
Tony Diekema and Dave Schreur,
was almost flawless as they took
Grand Rapids (Special) __ A advantage of practically every sit’commanding 33-18 halftime lead uation set up by the control type
provided enough slope to allow offense.
the Holland high reserve basketDefensivelythe Maroons had
ball squad to coast downhill dur- no peer Tuesday night. St. Joe
ing the second half and still come came into the game against the
out on top of Grand Rapids Cen- Dutch with a 42 per cent shoottral here Tuesday night 55-48.
ing average and a 65 point per
The victory was the eighth of game average for the season. The
the season for the Junior Dutch locals, with great individual and
against six defeats. Seven of team effort, managed to hold the
those wins have come in Holland’s Bears to their lowest total this
season.
last eight games.
The victory for Coach Bob ConThe story of the game was
nell and his crew actually came not the fact that the Bears werefrom the free throw line. Central n’t hitting,but rather that they
Holland high school band under
hit more field goals 22-21, but couldn’t crack the defense for
the
direction of Arthur C. Hills
Holland was more accurate from shots. Actually St. Joe hit for a
the free throw line, collectingon respectable 34 per cent, but they will participatein the Ottawa
13 of 18 attempts compared to were only able to take 49 shots at County Band festival, an annual
event, Thursday at 7:45 p.m. in
only four out of 20 for the Junior the hoop.
Hill toppers.
It would be an injusticeto Holland high school.
Ron Israels and Dick Plagen- single out any one Maroon play- Other bands taking part in the
hoef acounted for most of Hol- er for particular praise since the event are the Grand Haven high
land's scoring. Israels collected entire club functioned as a well school band under the directionof
23 and Plagenhoef19. Mark geared machine. However, fine Bannister Mei*win and the HudMulder and Bob Van Dyke had rebounding and 20 point scoring sonville high school band under

Take Eighth

Fin

Ay-

The fund campaign will get underway here Feb. 28 and will continue through the month of
March.
Of the total sought, $5,215 has
been budgeted for the county
chapter and $5,630 for the national organization. Last year’s budget of $5,000 proved barely ade-

St. Joe also snapped a 24-game

COming into

Is

$10,845,according to Charles

winning streak held by the defending state champions.

.“•t ..I-.-:-.:

Increased

rose to the heights Tuesday night

cision

.V*i

—

demands for Red Cross services
from men and women in the arm-

land Christian’s basketball squad

15. 16, 17

adjutant-quartermaster.
Members of local patrioticorganizations,Common Cbuncil and
Chamber of Commerce also were
present. These groups have volunteered assistancein staging the

Goal in Allegan

Defending Champs

further plans were

and 18 in Holland.
John Homfeld, Holland commander, presided at the meeting
at the local VFW building.He has
been named chairman of the local
conventioncommittee. Mrs. Blanche Harbin was named vice chairman; John Henry Van Lento, secretary-, and Ben Hamm, treasurer.
Three state officers were present to explain phases of the encampment and to assist in formation of committees. They are Walter H. Brooks of Grand Rapids,
department commander; Herbert
D. Gage of Traverse City, junior
vice commander, and John Stronarch, Jr, of Lansing, department

Red Cross Sets

Up

Offense Trips

Encampment

Local Couple Married 58 Years

Johnson

encampment.
Workmen Friday were proCommittees named include budpared to move a second structure
get and finance, Cornelius Hovinga, Alden Stoner, William Koop,
the small villageof Agnew
Guilty from
Robert Visscher,Harry Nies, Mrs.
after the century-old Immanuel
Herman De Boer; Rousing, Jerry
Lutheran church was safely movHelder and Jim De Free; entered to its new location on M-50
tainment Harold Borr, James
Tipsy
less than a mile away.
Cook, Don Vander Hill, Edward
The house being readied for
Lake, William Hulsin, Gerrit Gerrit Zuverink, 40, of 178 East
moving Friday contained some maKlaasen, Robert Notier, Mrs. John
Huizenga and Mrs. Charles Boer- 7th St., pleaded guilty Monday terialsused in the first building
before MunicipalJudge Cornelius erected in Agnew almost a cen•ma.
Get-together dinner, Mrs. Edith vander Meulen to a charge of tury ago by John Dean. The reMoomey, Mrs. Minnie Van Beme- driving while under the influence modeled structure is now occupied
by Mrs. Edna Regelin, resident
len, Edward Oudman, Dick Vanof intoxicating liquor. Sentence
Russ Vander Poel of Holland
der Wall, Peter Lugten, Mrs. was deferred until Friday after- of Agnew for 32 years. The buildwas named president of the new
ing previously had served as
Gerrit Klaasen, Mrs. Tony Seif,
noon. Zuverink was arrested by town store, post office and church.
Southwestern Michigan Baseball
Mrs. Doris Allen, Mrs. Susie Curcity police Sunday after his car
league at a meeting Monday nignt
Otherwise,life in Agnew contis, Mrs. Marie Owen and Mrs.
sideswiped another car and also tinued at its own calm pace, conin Holland.
Minnie Homfeld; publicity,Clar- hit a pole.
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Vander Poel has been serving
trary to reports from some calaence Grevengoed and Mrs. John
Mrs. Ethel M. Flower, of Calu- mity howlers that the villagewas
Mr. and Mrs. John Leonard Witt as temporary chairman at early
Slaghuis; memorial, John Bremer,
met, Mich., waived examination being moved bodily off the map.
John Slaghuis,C. D. Bertsch, John
and son, William, of Minneapolis, organizationalmeetings of the
when she was arraigned in Mu- Actually, only 10 structures are
group, and team representatives
Teninga, Jacob Beltman, Mrs.
Minn., were in Holland for the
nicipal Court Saturday on
made the position permanent at
slated to be moved to make room
Henry Van Lente, Edna Van Lenweek-end to visit his parents, Mr. Monday’s election.
charge of writing a check for $210 for the new highway, and veryte and Mrs. John Teninga.
without sufficient funds in the few of the 102 residents of the
and Mrs. Henry Witt, College
l£s Poorman of South Haven
Transportation, Tony Seif. Ben
bank. She was bound over to Cir- Ottawa county village are affectwas
unanimously elected vicethe
direction
of
Bert
Brandt
Ave.
The
Witt
family
came
here
Bowmaster, Edward Wallace and
four each Paul Mack and Carroll by Jim Kok, Dutch center, cancuit Court to appear March 3 at
president.
There is no admission charge
ed. Some will have to travel a bit
Fred Kolhmar; bean feed, Mrs.
not
go
unmentioned.
Neither
can
by
plane
Saturday
aiid
landed
at
2 p.m. Bond of $1,000 was not farther to the store and to church, Nienhuistwo each and Bill SanRepresentatives of seven teams
Each band will play a 20-minRuth Overway and VFW Auxildahl one. Towering Bob Tazza- the floor game playod by Van
the Holland airport. Mr. Witt, gathered Monday night, and also
furnished.
but there will always be an Ag- lar, demoted from the varsity Dyke or the defensive perform- ute group of selections, after
iary committee;first aid, ’Judson
with the Army Transport com- ratified the new league’s conOthers appearingin Municipal new as far as the residents of
which a selected band of 95 pieces
Leonard.
ances turned in by Diekema and
mand, flies planes periodically stitution. April 1 was the deadline
Court were Norman George Tay Agnew are concerned. The great- squad, hit 15 for Central.
will
play
four
numbers
under
the
Van Dyke.
from Minneapolisto Tokyo, Jap- set for filing team entries, and
lor, 24, of 43 i West 18th St., im
direction of Arthur Moe, director
er share of the 102 residents live
Although there was the conan, via the Alaska route. He May 1 is the deadline for paying
prudent speed, $17; Junior Ger- across the track anyway.
of
the
Grand
L^xlge high school
stant threat of a St. Joe rally,
rits, 20, route 5, defective muffband which consistently has re- makes tlie run about tsvice a entry fees.
The Rev. E. M. Ruhlig, pastor
actually the Maroons took the
month. Their week-end flight to
ler,
$5;
Richard
Rudell
Brink,
ceived first division ratings in
The teams plan to begin a split(From Friday's Sentinel)
of Zion Lutheran church of Holwin with comparativeease. After
Holland was prompted by the season schedule about June 1,
state competition.
The PTA of the Union school route 5, red light, $7; Ronald land and Immanuel Lutheran
the opening minute of the game,
ilinese
of
Mr.
Witt’s
father,
who
held its monthly meeting at the Kuite, 17, of 236 West 17th St., church of Agnew shed some furthThe selected band held a rewith a championshipplayoff tenthe. losers trailed by 10 and 12
now is somewhat improved.
hearsal Monday night and will reachool house Thursday evening, imprudent speed, $12.
tatively slated for the end of the
er light on moving operations of Classes
points and never came closer than
Word
has
been
received
here
Paying $2 parking fines were the church. He said the church reseason.
hearse again Thursday afternoon
Feb. 14. Followingthe potluck
four. At one point in the final
in Holland high with the guest that William Drost, fonner Hol•upper, Clare Harrington showed Herman Nienhuis, 18, Zeeland; ceived $800 from state highway
Teams represented at the meetTwo Rod Cross Home Nursing quarter, the Dutch held
14land man, has been promoted from
conductor.
movies on his Canadian fishing Burke Raymond, of 182 West 11th commission,out of which they classes were scheduled to get un- point lead.
ing were Holland, Zeeland, South
St.; Robert N. Ver Hey, of 772
trip.
All three bands won first divi- acting lieutenant commander to Haven, Grand Haven, Muskegon,
paid $500 for a new site on M-50. derway this week.
After the Beprs scored the sion ratings at state competition lieutenant commander in the U.S.
Mrs. Orville Thompson enter- Lincoln Ave. Paying $1 each were The state assumes all costs of
Grand Rapids Carvers and Black
On Thursday evening, Mrs first
basket, the Maroons moved
last spring. Grand Haven and Navy. He has seen 20 years service Sox.
tained for Mrs. Leon Wright re- R.E. Van Ess, of 105 E. 21st St.; moving, pays for a new founda- Henry Ter Haar of Jamestown, a
out to 10-point lead midway in Holland are rated as "A’’ schools in. the Navy, including the last 16
cently. Eleven guests attended the Robert J. Dykstra, 495 Harrison tion, provides structural repairs newly-trained instructor, will
The next league meeting will bs
the quarter. By the end of the and Hudsonvilleis a class “C" months in Korea. Health condiAve.; Frances Gates, route L
event, a pink and blue shower.
held March 31 in HoUand.
and electrical connections. The start a class at the home of Mrs. period they still led 14-6.
tions disqualifyhim for sea duty.
school
Supper guests in the home of
$300 balance for the church will Lyle Bowen in Bauer. Women atSt. Joe threatened in the secHe now is assigned to the shipyard
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Miller were
tending
the
class
will
be
from
care for cleaning and redecoratond quarter but couldn’tclose the
at Bath, Me. He plans to spend Legion Auxiliary Has
Mr. and Mrs. Ash and Mr. and
ing.
Hudsonvilleand surrounding gap against the methodical Marseveral
days in Holland' en route
Pairings
Mrs. Osterbergof Douglas.
Regular Business Meet
It was only about five years areas.
oons. At halftime the Tulsmen
to his new post. His wife, the forMr. and Mrs. Tommy Tucker of
Members
of
the
Holland
high
ago that the century-old building
were on top 27-20.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
mer Gertrude Homfeld, doughter Members of the HoUand AmeriDeefield, III, were visitors of his
which was dismantled and erected school senior class began a course
Leading 30-26 in the thinl quarMiss Elizabeth Tnompson, of Mr. and Mrs. John Homfeld, 196 can
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Tucker
Legion Auxiliary planned sevTuesday
evening
with
Miss
Grace
on the site 40 years ago was
For District
ter, the Dutch went on an eight- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar West 13th St., was a linotypeoperlast week-end.
wired for electricity. Previously Dykstra as instructor. Another point scoring spi.e to hold a E. Thompson of Hutchins Lake ator for The Sentinel for several eral projects at a regular meeting
Word has been received here of
Monday evening in the Legion dub
Holland Christian drew North the church was lightedwith kero- class of high school students will convincing 38-26 margin at the Rd., Fennville,has been named to years.
rooms.
the birth of a son, Gregory, bom
Muskegon and Zeeland will face sene lamps. Central chandeliers begin Thursday evening with Mrs. end of the period. The fourth the dean’s list at the Women's . Gospel in Art and Music was
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hoover of
The group ordered 3,000 poppies,
J.
Klomparens
as
instructor.
South Haven in opening games had long arms with individual
quarter found the locals content college of the University of Ro- presented by Miss Esther Everse
Palos Park, HI. Mr. Hoover is the
to be sold sometime in May on
Mrs. H. Davis will complete to match baskets with the Bears
of the class B districtbasketball lamps. There were bracket lamps
Monday
evening
at
a
joint
meeting
chester for maintaining a high
son of Mrs. Augusta Hoover of
annual Poppy Day. They dedded
tournament at the Holland Arm- at the side with shiny reflectors. the instructor’scourse this even- and both clubs hit with consis- scholasticaverage. A graduate of of the Young People’s societies of
Ganges.
to send to Veterans hospital seving,
making
five
new
instructors
The churcn also uses an old
tency.
ory next week.
Overisei,
Hamilton
and
East
Fennville high school, she is a
Mrs. Hilbert Hillman and Mrs.
eral gifts from which the patients
available.Persons interestod in a
pewter
communion
cup
believed
Drawings in both class B and
Saugatuck Christian Reformed may select Mother'sDay gifts to
At the foul lane, the Dutch hit freshmen at the college.
Myrtle Stremler entertained17
home
nursing
class
on
Wednesto be about 100 years old.
on 12 out of 16 tries while St.
Supper guests Wednesday at churches. The groups met in the
women at a party Wednesday class D were held Tuesday afterRev. Ruhlig said the church day evenings are asked to call the Joe connected on seven of 15. the Henry Hoekman home were East Saugatuck church. Assisting send home. A donation of $10 was
noon at Christian high school,
afternoon. Prizes and refreshments
given to the Red Cross. Other gifts
with tournament manager Ray selected the site on M-50 because Red Cross office and arrange- Kok led all scorers with 20 mark- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoekman Miss Everse were Mrs. Dick Vanwere the afternoon features.
more residentialbuildingis taking ments will be. made to start a ers. He was followed by Diekema and Mildred of Colton, S. D., der Meer, pianist, Miss Donna voted for include two study card
Holwerda fn charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Vincent
tables, to be sent to Michigan
class.
In class D, Caugatuck will op- place there than in Agnew prowith 13. Dwight Riemersma paced Samuel Hoekman of Grand Ra- Hugs, Charles Johnson and Eaul
and two childrenof Saginaw spent
Veterans
FacUity in Grand Rapper. The Ruhligs have been servthe St. Joe attack with 13 tallies. pids, Mrs. P. Rezelman of Hol- Laman. On Wednesday at 8:45 ids.
the week-end with her parents, pose Rogers in the opening round
ing the Agnew church since comand
Hopkins
will face Marne.
p.m.
this
same
group
will
present
Christian (52)
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Ely.
land and the Rev Gerrit RezelAnnouncement was made that a
The lineup of games will begin ing to Holland in November, 1950.
a program for the Young People’s
F PF TP man of Adams, Neb.
Dinner guests in the home of
fifth district Legion Auxiliary
Fast
on
Wednesday,
March
5,
when
Diekema,
f ......5
society
of
Fourteenth
Street
Chris3
1
13
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nye were
Word was received in Holland
meeting will be held March 13 at
Borr, f ...... .......0
0
1
0 Thursday of the death of Mrs. tian Reformed church.
their sister and brother-in-law, Hopkins meets Marne at 7 p.m., Holland Woman Hurt
the Carl Johnson unit, Jefferson
Kok, c ......
Lois Aalderink,seven-year-old Ave., Grand Rapids.
2
20 Mortimer Sooy in Pasadena,
2
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Breckinridge followed by the Christian-North
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Schreur,
g
Muskegon game at 8:30.
n Grand Haven Crash
....... 3
3
5
9 Calif., two weeks ago. Mrs. Sooy
and two childrenof Saugatuck.
During the sodal hour, refreshOn Thursday, Sajgatuckand
Van Dyke, 5 .... 0
2
3
2 was a former well-knownHolland J. Aalderink of Virginia Park, has ments were served by Mrs. H.
The body of Miss Rachel WamGrand Haven (Special)— Mrs.
returned
home
from
Blodgett
hosRogers
square
off in the 7 p.m.
Schipper,
f
St. Joseph (Special)
Hol....... 3
2
2
8 resident.
ock, 87, was brought here for burBrower and her committee and
pital, Grand Rapids, where she
opener, and South Haven faces Barbara Peterman, of 78 East land Christian’sreserve squad lost Sharda, g
0
0
0
ial in the SaugatuckcemetervFriRobert
J. Groen is spending the
games were conductedby Mrs. J.
Ninth St., Holiand, received head its sixth contest of the season
underwent major chest surgery
day from Chicago, Mrs. Tullis, Zeeland at 8:30.
week-end with *his parents, Mr. last week. She will continue her Cook. Prize winners were Mrs.
lacerations
in
an
accident
on
USNo games will be played on Fri20 12 14 52 and Mrs. Ralph Groen of 563
Tuesday night to a red hot St. Totals
William Hoek and Mrs. John
Christian Science reader, conductconvalescenceat home.
31 jn Grand Haven township at Joe second team 61-45. It was
St. Joseph (41)
Haringsma.
ed the services. Miss Warnock day, and the finals in both classes 7:55 p.m. Saturday.
West 20th St. At present Groen is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nick
De
Vries
the second decision for the Little Bernard, f
4
1
1
9 a student surgical nurse at Bronwas a cousin of the McVea family will be held on Saturday, March
The
accident
involved
cars
drivof
50
West
21st
St.
received
a
letGersonde, f
Bears over the Dutch.
3
0
2
6 son hospital,Kalamazoo. In 1951
and during her early days lived in 8. Handling the tournament will
en by her husband, Clarence J.
ter Saturday from his mother in Holland Soldier Working
....... 2
Falling victim to the St. Joe Weber, c
0
1
4 he was graduated from Chicago
the McVea home for several years. be OfficialsRussell Waters and
the Netherlands who recently
Bill Wheeler, both of Grand Rap- Peterman, 23, who was traveling running style of play, the Dutch- Do row, g
......
0
1
2
1
School of Nursing.
Mrs. Cleon Plummer of Eaton
north, and a car driven by Pat- mer lost out in the first quar- Riemersma, B .. 5
celebrated her 102nd birthday In Pneblo Donor Program
ids.
3
0
13
Rapids, Iowa, visited for the weekWith the beginning of the secricia
K.
Beach,
23,
Grand
Haven,
anniversary. She has been visited
Zeeland and Christian will be
ter and nevtr gaiicd enough inj- Wesner, c
....... 2
2
4
6 ond semester at Western Michipfc. Earl Lugten of Holland,
end her mother-in-law, Mrs. Effie
going south.
only twice in her life by a doctor
favored
to
enter
the
B
finals,
and
Zuppke,
f
mentum
for
a
sustained
raliy.
TV
......
1
0
Plummer.
3
2 gan college, Kalamazoo, new enstationed as a medical corpsman
and each visit was a social call.
While state police were inves- locals trailed 17-6 at .the first
rollments in the Reserve Officer
at Pueblo ordnance depot in
The WSCS of the Methodist Hopkins and Saugatuck will be tigating
the crash, a car being quarter horn.
Nine of her 11 children are liv- Pueblo, Colo., has been active in
the
form
choices
to
battle
it
out
Totals
17
7
13
41
Training
corps
have
been
anchurch will hold a work meeting
driven south by Carl Weif, 30, of
The Little Maroons succeeded
at the church Tuesday, Feb. 26 in class D.
nounced. Among the beginning ing, four in the United States Blood-to-Koreaprogram* at his
Coopersville, struck the Beach in slowing the game down in the
and five in the Netherlands. Mrs. home base. He has been working
with a potluck dinner.
cadets are Dale Bekker and James
car. Weif was ticketed for exces- second quarter as they held the
Klomparens of Holland. Dale is De Vries is oldest member of the in donor clinics at Pueblo for the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningsive speed.
to
winners even at nine points each.
Korean blood program.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Netherlands Reformed church.
ham had as dinner guests SaturMrs.
Peterman
was
taken
to Hitting from all over the court,
Mr. and Mrs. Ford Berghorst
Bekker,
170 West 18th St., and is
Surprisingly, most support for
day evening, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Municipalhospital,Grand Haven, the basket-happy St. Joe club
a freshman in secondary educa- and son of Zeeland returned home the program came from serviceWelters of Fennville and Mr. and
and released after treatment.
staged a 22-point scoring spree to
tion. James, a freshman in busi- Saturday from a six- week vaca men recently returned from JapMrs. Charles Green of Fennville.
tion in Florida.
Police charged Patricia Beach lead 48-31 at the third quarter’*
ness administration,is the son of
an where the Red Cross is conThe occasion marked the birthday
with having no Michigan opera- end.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Fenn of A1 ducting a continuing campaign for
Mr. and Mrs. James Klomparens
anniversaries of Mrs. Welters and
tor’s license.
anson, Mich., announce the birth whole blood. It was estimated,
of 83 East 26th St.
Mrs. Cunningham.
Christian outscored the winners
in the final quarter but the damPella Reformed church of Adams, of a son, Timothy Clark, on Feb. that the percentage of blood conage already had been done.
The Rov. Gerrit Rezelman of 5. Mrs. Fenn is the former Mar- tributionsmade by the Japanese
Gerrit Roossien Dies
Neb., arrived in Holland Wednes- tha Lou Nash, daughter of Mr. was greater than that received
Ron Nykamp again paced the
At Hackley Hospital
day morning for a week’s visit and Mrs. George H. Nash, Sr., from the United States.
Dutch offense with 14 points,fol(From Friday’* Sentinel)
with hia mother, Mrs. P. Rezel- of Alanson, formerlyof Holland.
lowed by Junior Buursma with 12.
One returnee said he’d seen
Grand Haven (Special)-Gerrit Nate Duncan led St. Joe with 20
Mrs. Kenneth Green of Maple
Mrs. Gerrit Van Kampen of people standing in line for hours
man, East 32nd St. Mrs. RezelRoossien,
65,
of
567
East
LakeHill was hostess to members of
tallies.
man’s son and daughter-in-law, 119 Vander Veen Ave., reported waiting to donate blood for the
giore Dr., Mona Lake, Muskegon
the missionarysociety of the
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Rezelman of to The SentinelMonday that her wounded in
Heights, died early Sunday mornMaple Hill United Brethren
Drayton Plains,arrived Thursday tulip and daffodil plants are gut
Pfc. Lugten, son of Mr. and
ing in Hackley hospital,Muske- Surprise Shower Fetes
church at an all-day meeting
to spend the week-end at her of the ground about two inches. Mrs. Peter Lugten of Holland, engon, where he had been for
Thursday, Feb. 7. A potluck dinhome.
listed In the service more than a
three weeks.. He had been ill Miss Harriet Peters
ner was served The devotions and
year ago. He waa home on furMrs.
Fred
Kempket
Miss
Harriet
Peters,
March
about
nine
montha.
business meeting were in charge
lough for eight days In January.
Church Guild Gathers
He was born in Grand Haven bnde-electof Gerald R. Slagh,
of the president A short missionHonored on Birthday
He formerly was a newspaper
was
feted
at
a
surprise
shower
Jan.
20,
1887,
son
of
the
late
ary program was given.
carrier for the Sentinel for about
At Ztddema Residence
Henry Roossien, local celery grow- Thursday evening at the home of
Attending a bb^hday party three years.
Mrs. Arthur Pickeringhas reMrs.
James
Slagh, route 2.
er.
In
1933,
he
married
Coby
Johnturned to her home from ButterThe FriendshipGuild of Hol- in honor of their mother, Mnj.
Gifts were pre«mted and ganw*
son of HoUand. They moved to
worth hospital in Grand Rapids
land Heights Christian Reformed Fred Kempker given at her home
Mona Lake, where he waa em-. were played. Rmreshmentswere
where she underwent an operai
church met at the home of Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. John Kempker ClotheslineTaken
Miss Borbaro Cloire Llndemon
ployed as a machinist for 35 served by the hostess.
tion.
Holland police are investigating
Neal Zuidema, route 2, Monday and sons, Dave and Jack, Mr. and
Miss Elaine Wierda
Invited were the Mesdames Mr. and Mrs. Marvin C. Linde- night.
ypars at the Morton ManufacturMrs. Gerald Kempker and son a mysterious case in which a
Funeral services were held last
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wierda of
man of Waukazoo announce the
Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Plag- clothesline /Was stolen from the
week Friday for Albert Loder- 399 West 22nd St. announce the ing Co. He attended Mona Lake Nellie Nienhuis, Abe Van den engagement
of their daughter,' Following devotionsin charge enhoef and son, Butch, Mr and
chapel.
Berg, Eildert Nienhuis, Roger
yard of the Andrew Rutgers home
man, 67, who died at his home in engagement of their- daughter,
of the president,Mrs. Julius
Besides the wife, he is survived Nienhuis. Marvin Nelson Nien- Barbara Claire, to Egbert Boer,
Mrs. R. Kempker and Rusty, at 140 East 13th St. Sunday night
Kalamazoo on Wednesday,Feb. Elaine, to Clair Zwiep, son of Mr.
Bontekoe,
their
neW
pastor,
the
son of Mrs. Peter Boer of HolPriscilla and Janice, Mr. and Mrs. Rutgers had put up the lines for
13. tadermah, former resident of and Mrs. Dick Zwiep of South by a eon, Gerrit Henry, at home; huis, Clifford Nienhuis, George
Rev. Harry Vander Ark, conductland and the late Mr.' Boer.
Julius Kempker and Mina, Mr. his wife, but when she went into
Oakland, is survived by four bro- Shore Dr. A fall wedding is being two sisters, Mrs. Mink Kieft and Nienhuis, Manley Looman, Gerald
the
Bible
discussion.
A
reading
Mrs, Albert J. Nietring; and a R. Kooyers, Philip Schemper,
and Mrs. Chris De Vries and the yard Monday with a basthere and three sisters.
planned.
Zoologists recognize more than was given by Mrs. Ben Jansen.
brothers, Ham, all of Grand Donna Gertrude Looman, Harry
Laurie, Jim and Mikey, and Mr. ket of laundry the lines were
900,000species of living animals.^
About 40 attended the meeting. and Mrs. Anthony Kempker.
Haven.
Vinkemulder,JeanetteVinkemuiThs United States produces more
missing. The yard was covered
The total cost of the Pentagon
Refreshments were served by
than 40 per cent of the world’s in Washington plus outside facilider, Harold Van Der Zwaag, Neal
with prints showing where the InArmament
on
the
B-36
bomber
Mrs.
Roger
Zuidema,
Mrs.
John
Many places In Holland are 16 Slagh, Gus Peters, Ray HunderOysters are rich in copper, iron, truder had climbed the back
ties wg* $63,645,954.
Includes 16 20-mm cannon mount- V. Hulst, Mrs. Harry Nienhuis
feet below sea level
Iodine, and Vitamins. They were
man and William Kooyers.
fence and walked back and forth
ed in disappearing turrets.
and Mrs. ^ake Terpstra.
culUvated as early as 100 B.C.
6
taking down the line.
u.
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Warrant Charges

ADegan Motorist
Allegan (Special)— A warrant
chargingLaVeme Hitchcock, 41,
route 3, Allegan, with reckleu
driving, was issued Tuesday.
Hitchcock was released from
Allegan Health Center the same
day and taken to his home to re*
cuperate from injuries suffered
last Friday afternoon when his
car struck a tree a mile west of
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and Hitchcock suffered a shoulder
injury,bad face and head lacerations and bruises on the left

tr.AwidWVr

then

leg.

Sheriffs officers said Hitchcock’s driver’s license was revoked about a year ago after a conviction on drunk driving charges
in Ottawa county.
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Allegan Finn

Has

Western Theological Seminary Chorus and Director Roger Rletberg

Hope Players

to

Produce

Local Seminary Chorus Schedules

Appearances

in Several

Western TheologicalSeminary
chorus has prepared a series of
programs,to be presented in various churches of the Reformed
denomination.Brief trips have
been' planned for appearances in

Churches

To Speak Friday

‘Arsenic and Old Lace'
Palette and Masque, Hope college dramatic society, will present the popular three act comedy,
"Arsenic and Old Lace," in the

Hope

Little

Theatre March

14,

15,

17, and 18. Miss Helen Harton,
instructorin speech and director
of dramaticsat Hope, will direct
the production.
“Arsenic and Old Lace," written by Joseph Kesselring, was
first produced on Broadway in
1941 and later a film version was

various cities.

The Seminary chorus will sing
at Third Reformed church of Holland. the evening of March 16.
Roger Rictberg, director of
music at Third church, is director

the chorus which includes 26
seminary students.Mrs. Lloyd
of

produced.Time of the play is
during World War II and the
comic-mysterydevelops around
rehearses each week and now is
members of the Brewster family:
engaged in preparation for public
Martha, played by Billie Houtappearances.
man. a Holland freshman: Abby
School work prevents any exBrewster, nloyed by Delores
tended journeys, according to the
Crooks. Muskegon junior; Mortidirector, and because the seminmer Brewster, portrayed by Don
ary schedule does not include a
spring vacation, it is difficult to
Prentice,junior from Detroit,and
plan more than week-end trips.
Jonathan Brewster, by Dale De
Several chorus members also beWitt of Holland.Randall Bosch
long to a group of seminarians
of Holland appears as Teddy
who accept preaching assignments
Brewster. ,
in vacant churches, further comMost of these performersare
plicatingdefiniteplans.
veterans of the P and M stage.
Pictured at extreme right is the
Miss Houtman made her debut in
Dr. Henry Poppen
director. Roger Rictberg,and from
Speaker at the local obser- the Little Theatre in “Arms and
right to left. Harold Lenters, Aarthe Man." and Delores Crooks
vance of the World Day of Prayer
on Koskamp, Theodore Byland,
played in 'The Night of January
will be Dr. Henry Poppen, former
Donald Bruggink, Ixiuis Brouwers,
16." Don Prentice was seen in
missionary to China. The service
Cecil Martens, Richard Decker,
"She Stoops to Conquer" and Dale
will be held at 2 pm. Friday in
Donald Lenderink, Russell NorDe Witt, in several production*
den, Ralph Meyer. Donald Boss. the Trinity Reformed church.
including ‘The Night of January
The
World
Day
of
Prayer
is
Norman Van Heukolom, Melvin De
16,’’ "Dark Lady of the Sonnets"
Vries, Roger Hendricks, Roger annually observed on the first and "Hedda Gabler.”
Friday
in
Lent.
“Christ,
Our,
Johnson, John Smith, Peter Hsieh,
There are 14 characters in the
Alvin Hospers, Edwin Mulder, Syl- Hope." is the theme for this fast moving “Arsenic and Old
.war's
service.
vio Scorza. John Hesselink, Jay
Lace." Others in the cast aw
Weener, Eugene Vander Wcli, Mrs. George Kollen is chairman Larry Minuth as Einstein; Jane
of the planning committee for the

Menning

is

Soprano Soloist

Big

Moving Job

Allegan (Special)— Carl Goodwin and sons, Allegan contractors
were low bidders on grading and
drainage structures for a mile and
a half of US-31, relocated, from
the St. Joseph river in Benton
Harbor, north to Rocky Gap road.
A spokesman for the Allegan
firm said state highway officials
believe the project calls for the
largest earth moving job ever let
in Michigan. Their bid totaled

KasdP

it

$477,360.40.

The state haa purchaseda

9\

big

sand dune, nearly 40 acres

in

area, which will provide more
than a million cubic yards of fill
for the project. The dune is located about a mile from the job.
The project is in preparation
for pavement and extensionof
the relocationof US -31 from St.
Joseph north, by-passing Benton
Harbor over the Blossom Time
bridge. The job also calls for grading and drainage for an interchange at the Jean Clock road.

accompanist. The group

Official completion date for the
job is Dec. 31, 1952, but officials
of the contractingfirin believe
the project will take at least 17
months.
Pelle

The remarkable 11-year-oldsolo- Douglas Wayne TerVree
ist, Pelle, will appear here March Observes Fifth Birthday
6 with the- Singing Boys of NorDouglas Wayne TerVree was
way. Pelle, who can sing eight

Chaplain Hoffman, the 51st Signal Battalionchapel
These two hand-drawnscrolls were presented to
has donated sizeable amounts of money and clothChaplain Harold J. Hoffman, formerly of Holland
honored at a birthday party Tuesing to help support the Institutions. Chaplain Hofftones above high C. has created a day afternoon In observance of
and Lavlttown, N.Y., by the mayor of Seoul,
man, who has the rank of captain,was pastor of
Korea, In appreciation of tha support given the
sensation in his solo performances his fifth anniversary.The party
the Levlttown, N.Y., Community church before
city’s orphanagesby tha chaplain’ssoldltr conwas
given
at
his
home
by
his
moththroughout Europe.
beginning hia present tour of duty with the Army.
gregation.Seoul, which haa been a battlefield four
The famous Singing Boys will er, Mrs. Fred TerVree of 188 Elm
The scrollsexpress the Seoul mayor’s thanks In
times within tha past year and a half, has been
give a concert in Hope Memorial Lane.
both English and Korean languages.
forced to fill Ita orphanagesto a degree never
Pictures of the group were takchapel at 8:30 p.m. on March 6.
(UB. Army photo)
previously experienced. Through the efforts of
Their Holland concert, sponsored en. Games were ‘played and prizes
by Hope college, will be the 41st were awarded to Danny Lee
M*—
tuck where he carried on a fishappearance in their first Ameri- Brown and Beverly Prince. Lunch
ing business. Ellis married
can tour.
was served by the hostess.
Katherine Southwell of SaugaKenneth Leestma, James Van
Noxon, Elaine, the romantic lead;
Guests were Mrs. Walter Custer,
local meeting, to which all women
Roekel and Dick Vriesman.
tuck in 1903 and they lived
John Scholten.Klein, a policeSr., Mrs. Agnes TerVree, Mrs. M.
of Holland are invited Mrs. John
there until 1929 when they cam*
Driver
Charged
man; NDick De Maagd as Mr.
Bouwman,
Johnny
Millard, BevHains will preside and Mrs. John
to Grand Haven where he engagGrand
Haven
(Special)—
Robert
Witherspban;Wayne Olson, Mr.
erly Prince, Dale Knoll, Michael
Man Demands Examination 0. Hagans will be soloist.
Going out of the Armory Tues- not only students but adults, too, ed in fishing business for a numGibbs; Uroy Nattress as Lt. Bottje, 37, route 1, Grand Haven Brandsen, Mark Stekctee, Mrs.
day night, the subject on most whipped out handkerchiefs.
ber of years. His last employment
On Non-SupportCharge
Rooney; Richard Steiner, Brophy, was charged by City police with Martin Brown, Danny Lee, Jackie
Bear Coach Ray Haack paid was night watchman at the Eagle
fan’* tongue* was Ron Bos. Hi*
Solons Honor Hope
failure
Jo
yield
the
right
of
way
a policeman; Jack Hascup as Rev.
and Larry, Mrs. E. Van Kampen
individual scoring total of 36 fine tribute to Christian,but saw Ottawa Leather Co.
Harold Winters. 39. of 22 North
Lansing (UP)— The MichiHarper, and Randall Vande Water when the car ho was driving slide and Phyllis and Judy TerVree.
Ho attended Baptist church in
River Ave., demanded examina- gan legislatureMonday night
points was aometning to behold. a silver lining in the outcome.
into
the
left
rear
fendo'nf
a
car
as O’Hara, a policeman.
“It was the greatest demonstra- Haack commented that the defeat Grand Haven. Besides the wife,
tion when he was arraigned Wedadopted a resolutionpaying
driven by Richard E. Wiebenga. Included In the summer reprobably will do his boys good for he is survived by four sons and
nesday by MunicipalJudge Cortribute to Hope college which
33, Grand Haven, at Waverly and sorts of Minnesota are Camp Iowa tion of offensive basketball that
tournament play.
three daughters. Howard at home,
I’ve
ever
seen,"
said
veteran
coach
nelius vander Meuien on a charge
Members
Consecrated
capturedthe MIAA basketFerris Sts. at 7:30 p.m. Monday. and Illinois Resort.
Old-line Christian observers Gordon and Glenn of Grand Havand present athleticdirector Bud
of desertion and non-support of
ball championship and coAt Fahochan Meeting
Hinga. Coach John Viaser added characterized the Maroon ball- en, Clyde of Spring Lake, Mrs.
his wife and six children.ExamchampionshipIn football. The
handling as the best ever produc- Earl Nichols of Grand Haven,
a quick “I agree."
ination was set Friday at 10
resolution was sponsoredby
The Sister Fahochans held their
Calvin Coach Chuck Bolt said, ed by a local Christian team. The Mrs. William Taylor of West
Bond of $500 was no* '•"•nished. Sen. CarletoBB. Morris (Rregular meeting in the Emmaus
best adjective for the winners’ Olive and Mrs. Roy Keeler of
’That Bos was terrific."
Others appearing in MuniciKalamazoo).
room of First Methodist church
Visser also went down the line game would be "methodical." And Eaton Rapids; 42 grandchildren
pal Court were Roy Wcstra, of
Monday evening. The president,
on his other player* after the one of the keys to success i* the and seven great grandchildren.
140 East 15th St., parking. $1;
When you chew, tHe pressure on Mrs. Louise Lugers, opened the
game as he paced the locker room fact that Holland refused to play
Cannon Seats, 17, of 679 Myrtle your teeth may be as much as meeting after which devotions
floor congratulatinghis great the St. Joe style of ball, instead Mrs. Hess Entertains
150 pounds.
Ave.. parking on sidewalk, $2.
were offered by Mrs. Lillian
making the Bears come around to
team— his first.
Schuchard.New year-bookswere
“Bremer is the best defensive the Christian style.
In Honor of Her Sister
presented to members by the
rebounder that I’ve ever seen at
president.
Mrs. Ethel Hess of 2-18 Pine
Hope college," the former player Robert Clyde Ellii
To a musical background,furAve. entertained Sunday in honor
and first-year coach said. "And
nished by Mrs. Lily Ann Simpson
of her sister, Mrs. Frank Berger,
Jacobson played one of the most Dies Unexpectedly
and Mrs. Marian Van Lente, the
on her birthday anniversary.
superb floor games that I’ve ever
AM
program chairman. Mrs. Dorothy
Grand Haven (Special)— Rob- Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
seen."
Fox, directed the consecration of
He added, Hendricksonput on ert Clyde Ellis,71. died unexpect- Barilla and daughter, Sharon, of
new members. Those participatthe finest exhibitionsof rebound- edly of a heart attack Sunday at Oak Park. HI., Mr. and Mrs.
ing in the ceremony were Mrs.
ing and scoring in recent games 10 p.m. at his home. 1619 Frank- Thomas Longstreet and son,
Beatrice Shashaguay, representthat I’ve ever seen by a freshman lin St. He had been in ill health Michael, of Holland and Mr! and
HAND EVENIN0 SEN
ing the Spirit of Fahocha. carabout two months.
in the MIAA."
Mrs. Berger of Jackson.
rying the open Bible which preHe was born in Nunica April 17.
ceded the challenge of the earthHolland highs victory over 1880. After the death of his Unwrapped soap in empty suiten cup by Mrs. Athalie Clark;
Grand Rapids Central Tuesday mother when he was three years ease or travelingbag helps to prethe silver lamp, Mrs. Sylvia
night was scored ovei a fast and old the father moved to Sauga- vent musty odors.
Kraai; the little child, Mrs. Fox;
scrappy team. The two biggest
the rose, Mrs. Iris Van Oosterdrawbacks against Coach Chuck
hout. and the cross, Mrs. Myrtle
Smith’s Hilltoppers proved to be
De Fouw.
lack of height and inaccuracy on
New members welcomed into
outcourt shots.
the fellowship of Fahocha were
But the game was an important
Mrs. Avis Brandt, Mrs. Pat Braun,
one for Holland to win. The
Mrs. Jo Brookhouse, Mrs. FlorDutch bounced back from a sickence De Graff. Mrs. Mary De
ening 64-46 defeat to Muskegon
Koster, Mrs. Marguerite Hagans.
Friday, and seemed to play a difMrs. La Mae Kolean, Mrs. Corferent brand of ball than they
inne Kolean, Mrs. Luetta Lound,
have used during the past six
weeks. Although looking better,
Mrs. De Lynn Moeller, Mrs. Julia
Myrick, Mrs. Kathryn Neate,
Holland still is a long way off the
form it showed early in the seaMis. Virginia Orr, Mrs. Esther
<-<
son. That early season form esPaul, Mrs. Lois Renwick, Mrs.
tablished the fact that the Dutch
Rose Rumble, Mrs. Jane Severare capable of better things, and
son, Mrs. Hazel Tabler, Mrs. Ruth
local fans will be satisfiedwith
Van Kampen and Mrs. . Barbara

MW—

WMM——

GRANDSTANDING...

am

i

m

m

nothing less.

Wheaton.
The meeting was closed by singing the class song after which refreshmentswere served in Burns
parlors by Mrs. Van Oosterhout,
Mrs. Clark and Mrs. Lound.

PE0 Chapter Meets
At Lubbers Home ' \

Wmm
.

Pat O’Malley (right) and Pfc. Henry “Red" Rozeboom ahakc hands
as they renew a rather vague acquaintance after a weird chain of
events. Rozeboom,who is visiting his aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Neal Rui, route 2, North Holland, ia on furlough and first met
OWalley a few days previously in the Grand Rapids bus station.
O'Malley, who recently was discharged from the service,la from
Laredo, Tex., and was en routs to visit an aunt In Muskegon, when
he ran Into Rozeboom.After one of those casual remarks such as
“If you ever get to Holland, look me up," O'Malley did. He came to
The Sentineloffice, but coutdn^tremember Rozeboom'a name. However, he provided a vivid description, such as he's in the Air Force,
home on a 20-day furlough, and just got here the other day. Well
one thing, led to another and Sentinel employee finally were able to
track, down just who O’Malley wee referringto. About a half-hour
later O'Malley was talkingto Rozeboom on the telephone end toon
after the men met again in person.
(Sentinelphoto)

’

Anyway, the improved team
play is a start towaid tournament
time.
Central's Jack Spearman contributed the most amazing shot
of the game as the final seconds
(Prince photo) ticked away. The alight Hilltopper let fly with a two-handed

m

Mr. ond Mrs. Peter N. Roon
113 West dants.
shot from approximately15 feet
Miss Post wore a gray suit with back of the midcourtline as time
Central Ave., Zeeland, are Mr. and
Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers, a.^ is tod
black velvet accessoriesand a cor- ran out, and the ball swished
by Mrs. Lawrence Towe, , enter- Mrs. Peter N., Roon, who were sage ot red roses. Mrs. Eding wore through the nets without touching
tained members of
chapter, married Feb. 2 in a double ring a beige suit and a red rose corthe rim. The game-ending buzzer
PEO, Monday night in her home ceremony at the home of the sage.
sounded while the ball was in
on East 10th St. Tentative plans groom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A reception for the immediate flight. Spearman appeared to be
for Tulip Time activities were dis- John Vander Tuuk of 140 West families was held at the Vander
the most surprised man on the
cussed, as well as other service 15th St. The bride is the former Tuuk home after the ceremony. floor when his desperation shot
projects.Mrs. Adrian Buys pre- Ruth Post, daughter of Mrs. The newlyweds went on a brief went in.
sided.
Ryven Post of Berkley, Mich., wedding trip.
During the program hour Miss who has been living with her
Mrs. Roon, a Zeeland high school
The packed house ot rabid basMaxine Boone and Mrs. Lawrence grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter graduate, is employed in the office ketball fan* who watched TuesWade conducted a “constitution Post, # 150 West Central Ave., of Mead-Johiison Co. Mr. Roon, day night a* Holland Christian
quiz," and Mrs. L. R. Swartz read Zeeland.
who has lived in Holland the last dumped top-ranked St. Joseph
the by-laws. The hostesses served
The Rev. William Haverkamp three years, is a graduate of Zee- were *tunned at the outcome of
refreshments.
performed the double ring rites land high and now is attending the game. They couldn’t believe
At the next meeting delegates before a setting of palms and Hope college, where he is affiliat- that their all-conqueringcage
to the state conventionat Sagi- ferns.
ed with Cosmopolitanfraternity.
heroes actually had lost— especnaw In April will be elected.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Eding, Two pre-nuptial and two post- ially on their home floor.
Members are asked to bring brother-in-law and sister of the nuptial showers were given for the There were plenty of tears
prize* for Percy Jone* hqppitaL
bride, were the wedding atten- bride by friends and relatives.
among the St. .Joe partisans.And

.
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CapL Junior Bremer (22) and guard Ron Boe exchange
tlona after Hope college defeatedCalvin Tuesday night
Armory 9M7. Boa broke all Hope ecoring -records by
through 36 points, and Bremer rounded out his Hope cai
with a sterling rebounding
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fords a profitablestudy.
Barnabu is noted for his generosity to Paul. The first occasion
was on the visit which Paul paid
to Jerusalem after his conversion. The disciples in this city
cold shoulderedhim. There was
every excuse for their suspicion.
He was the most active and bitter of their persecutors.When he
left Jerusalem it was to go to
Damascus with power and authority from the Jewish priests
to make what havoc he could
among the Christians in that
Eastern city.
That the original persecutor
should in the interval have become a believer was more than
they could credit. They thought
that his attempt to join them was
just a ruse in order to discover
their secrets, and denounce them

Entered as second class matter at
post office at Holland, Mich.,
under the Act of Congress.March 3.
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Barnabas
Acts 4:36, 37; 9:26, 27;
Acta 11:19-26; 13:1-3
By Henry Geerllngs
Barnabas was one of the early
disciples of Christ. The history itself, for the most part, is that of
the apostle Paul, and Barnabas is
a prominent figure because of his
effort in behalf of Paul and his
association with the apostle. All
this is very interesting and af-

Recognition awards were presented to Chippewa
district Boy Scout* at a Court of Honor Monday
night at TerKeuratauditorium. Left to right are:

Fred Vande Vuaae, Bruce Van Leeuwen, Dave

Vande Vuaae, all of troop 8; John

Drenten,
Michael Calahan of troop 33, and Curtia New*
houie of troop 41. The above conducted the Court
of Honor which was in charge of Wendell A. Miles.

“SUPER-WATCHDOG BUREAU’'

to the authorities.
It does not require great

ex-

ercisesof the imagination to realize that the primitive church , by
its suspicion and coldness ran a
great risk of losing Paul. In our
day coldness and aloofnesshave
chilled the ardor of many a
young disciple. These are pdople
outside the church just because
they have not been kindly received by the people inside the
church.

^
A

loaded truck moved too close to the soft edge
of the ditch it wae trying to fill at the Padnoi
Metal Co. Monday afternoon and the loaded back
end of the truck aank Into the muddy waterhole.
The rack of the truck and the back end became
mired in the aink-hole, pushing the front end of
the vehicle almost straight up in the air. The above
photo, ahowing the bulldozer trying to pull the

Most Leagues Complete Schedule,

ili#

'!

Dutchmen Finish

With Tri-County Games Remaining

Rev.Redeker

'

truck out, wae taken during the middle part of
ealvage operationa. Finally a crane wee appropriated,hooked onto the rear of the truck and
lifted It straight up. Then the bulldozer pulled
the lofted truck out onto solid ground. The driver
then got into the cab and drove off, none the
worse for wear. The truck it owned by West Shore
Construction Co. of Zeeland. (Sentinelphotoi

Schedules have been completed
for the current season in all leagues involving Holland area basketball teams except one— the
Tri-Countyconference.
Hope has tucked away the

MIAA Schedule
ffith

9-1 Record

Senator McClellan, an Arkansas Democrat, is moving heaven
Using superior height to its
and earth for what he calk a
MIAA championship,Kalamazoo best advantage,Hope college
“super-watchdogbureau." He has
Call
and Muskegon have divided the
introduced a bill that would creby Fire
Southwestern crown and Gobles wound up its MIAA basketball
ate a house-senate committee
Grand Haven (Special) — The has annexed the Al-Van league season at the Armory Saturday
whose business it would be to eye
Beaverdam— The Claude HoffImagine Paul’s feelings on Rev. Russell Redeker, pastor of title.
An eetynated 125 persons atnight by subduing a scrappy
and analyze all proposed appropriman home located about a mile coming to Jerusalem and lindine
And even though play is still Hillsdalecollege quintet 87-72.
ations of all departments and tended an impressive Boy Scout ba and Elmore Hightower at the
Spring
Lake
Reformed
church
himself frozen out by Christians
incomplete in the Tri-County, Albureaus before they have been Court of Honor ceremony Monday piano. The Rev. G. C. Avery is east of Beaverdam was badly
since February,1942, announced
The victory in the final league
legan’s undefeatedmark has asplaced in an appropriation bill evening at TerKeurst auditorium pastor of the Carswell Pilgrim damaged by fire Monday night, there after that tremendous experience on the way to Damascus. to his congregation Sunday that sured the (Tigers of the league game of the campaign brought
with
troop
12
of
Trinity
ReformThe plan is not to look at approHoliness church at Carswell, cauoing damage of $5,000 or more. But Barnabas came to the rescue.
he has accepted a call to Third championship Zeeland, which Hopes MIAA championshipmark
priations once a year when the ed church as host.
The Court of Honor, presided Mich., which is located in the up- Zeeland Fire Chief John Van He introduced Paul to the apostles
general appropriation bill is up
Reformed church of Pella, Iowa. meets Allegan this week, ha* nail- to nine victoriesand a single deper thumb section near Port Hur- Eden said the blaze may have
and rehearsed his story to them
ed down second place in the
for consideration but to make over by Wendell A. Miles, was on. The Rev. John Harold Kotesbeen caused from an overheated and secured for him a welcome. The church has 350 families and
feat For the Dales, the league
standings, regardless of how the
government spending
year- called to present advancement ky is pastor of the Burnips Pilchimney
or
faulty
wiring.
The
awards
earned
since
last
October.
has
a
large
and
strong
youth
proBarnabas
was
generous
in
the
slate
ended with two wins and
Chix fare against the champions.
round activity.
After the ceremony a movie was grim Holiness church. An invita- house was well ablaze when the matter of money. He was one of gram, due largely to students at
To
date, here’s the situationin eight losses.
The idea is good. Also, it is ention is extended to all to attend firemen arrived. Worst damage
those who set the example of sell- Central college in Pella of which the Tri-County:
couraging that it comes from a shown.
these specialrevival services.
was a wing housing the kitchen, ing their goods for the benefit Rev. Redeker is a graduate.
A capacitycrown turned out
Roxy
Kramer,
Garry
Vande
n
senate Democrat, because if it is
L
The Salem township volunteer although the entire house was of the church. Among those sim- Rev. Redeker is chairman of
Berg
and
Stuart
Volkers,
all
Saturday
to watch the Dutchmen
Allegan
...........
to have any chance of success it
0
fire department at Burnips re- badly damaged by fire, smoke and
scamper past Hillsdale. But Hope
ple peasants, fishermenand oth- the financialdrive for the new Zeeland ...................
would have to get the cooperation members of the host troop, made
.............
7
2
sponded to a call about 9:30 a.m. water.
er working folk who constituted building at Western Theological Paw Paw .................
of the party in power and of the up a color guard and Frank Mc4 found the going pretty rough
Aiding the Zeeland firemen was
Sunday, Feb. 17, when fire broke
the early church he was a man of seminary in Holland. Date of his Otsego ....................
administration.The system would Carthy was bugler.
.............. 3
6 mast of the way.
Scouts receiving recognition out in the Dewey Cramer home, the Blendon-Olive township tank- property, and, in this respect,so- leaving Spring Lake will depend Bangor .....................
A cold Dutch attack, roupled
have to curb spending at the
7
...............2
er
which
made
the
run
from
Borthree miles north and 3/4 miles
cially above the majorityof the on arrangements made in this Plainwell ............................... 1
grassrootslevel before the de- were:
8 with outcourf accuracy bv Dale
Troop 33. Hamilton — Terry west of Burnips. Members of the culo. Firemen were on the ecene brotherhood. But this he ceased program.
guards Merv Holbeck and Dave
partments and bureaus have had
about three hours.
Kaper,
star rank and five merit family put out the fire before the
He came to Spring Lake from Final standings have been com- Hinkle, found the local club on
a chance to get their blueprints
to be, putting himself on a level
One fireman, Nick Cook of
departmentsarrived. The Jamesaccepted and their appropriations badges; Donald Muyskens, star
with the rest, and henceforth American Reformed church at pleted in the rest of the circuits, the short end of a 17-13 count
rank and three merit badges; town volunteer fire department Zeeland, received a broken nose having to maintain himself en- Primgham, Iowa, his first charge, and on a whole Holland area as the first quarter ended. Hope
regarded as “necessary
when
a
timber
fell
while
he
was
where he served four and a half teams came out pretty well. Be- took two minutes to score its
But though the Arkansas Demo- Glenn Folkert, second class rank, also had been called and arrived
fighting the blaze from the out- tirely by the labor of his hands.
crat doubtless means well, don’t and James Van Order, tenderfoot on the scene after the fire had
Of course it is possibleto make years. There are about 175 families sides the Hope championshipin first point on a free throw by
side.
He
was
treated
by
a
physialready been extinguished.
expect a fiscal utopia to result badge.
too much of this one act of gen- in his present church, which has the MIAA, Holland high grabbed Junior Bremer, and four minutes
cian.
Troop 41, Holland—Roger HopThe Women’s Society for Chriseven if this bill passes the house
grown considerablyduring his third spot in the Southwestern of the first stanza were gone beThe weather was cold Monday erosity. Church history abounds
and senate and is not vetoed by kins, Dale Hopkins,Ronald Bes- tian Service of the Monterey Cenpastorate.
mortgage on the while Fennville claimed second in fore Bremer connected on s long
night
for
fighting
a
fire, but the with instancesof people who gave
the president. The questional- sette, Robert Godfrey, Tenderfoot ter Methodist church, the Burchurch
building,
completed in the Al-Van and Saugatuck tied shot for Hope’s first bucket.
up
everything
and
took
poverty
as
wind was favorable,blowing away
ways is who would investigate badges; Leroy Dekker, and Cur- nips Methodist church and the
1938, was burned in 1945 and a for fourth.
Hillsdale lengthened its lead to
from
the
barn
and
other
build- their bride. St. Francis abandoned
and hold down the spending pro- tis Newhouse, second class rank. Market Street Methodist church, ings.
Here arc the final standings in 20-15 as the second quarter starthis home and all he possessed and new parsonage, built in 1949, is
Troop
6.
Holland—
Paul
Schierclivitiesof the “super-watchdog
all of the Burnips Methodist cirthose three league*:
devoted his whole life to follow almost debt-free.
ed before Hope went ahead on
bureau"? Presumably it would be inga and Fred Vande Vusse, star cuit, are making their annual
MIAA
At present, Rev. Redeker is
L eight quick points, counted on
in the footsteps of Christ.. Not
Hope .............................. 9 1 tip-ins by Bob Vissor and Bob
a part of the framework of gov- ranks; Ronald Chandler, Keith drive for used clothing (preferless noble is the life of such a president of the Tri-CitiesComernment, and presumablyit would White, Bruce Van Leeuwen and ably winter clothing) and shoes to
Kalamazoo
.....................
munity
Chest,
vice
president
ot
......7
3
man as Crossley, who, though a
Hendrickson,and long shots by
be manned by party politicians. Ralph Brookhouse,second class be sent to Korea or other areas
Albion
...................
...... 7
3
prosperous manufacturerchose to the Ministerial association,chairBremer a. id Visser. The Dales
For a while they would doubtless ranks, and Adrian Donze, tender- where the need is great. WSCS
5
spend a simple life among his own man of the church extension com- Alma ............................
came
right back, however, to knot
To
R.S.
feel themselvesunder the scrut- foot badge.
Hillsdale .........................
women are in charge at the Mont8
work people, devoting himself and mittee of Classis Muskegon,chairthe count at 29-all with 31
Troop 12, Holland— Roxy Kram- erey Center church. All shoes
iny of the American people and
Adrian
............................
...
0
10
man of the Chicago Synod expanminutes to play in the half, but
Miss Elizabeth Moore French, his large business profits to the
would make some effort to put er, star rank and merit badges; and clothing in the Burnips area
good
of
his
fellow
man.
But, sion committee and serves on sevHope pulled out to hold a nardaughter
of
'Mr.and
Mrs.
the brakes on spending. But in Stuart Volkers. first class rank are to be brought to the parSouthwestern
L
eral
other
boards
of the Reformed
row 37-35 margin at the interdue time the same thing would and three merit badges; Tom An- sonage of the Rev. and Mrs. Earle Bramwell F. French of Waukazoo, while there is no reason to exag- church. He has been prominentin Kalamazoo .....................
..... 8
2
mission.
happen that usually takes place: tics, first class rank and two J. Sine. The Market Street folks and Robert Spencer Etheridge, gerate the importanceof this one youth work of the Reformed Muskegon .......................
2
......8
Hendricksonpaced a Dutch atthe people would come to believe merit barges; Ted Van Zanten will take their clothingto the son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel act of Barnabas it is interestingchurch and was Temple Time Holland ........................
3
tack
that netted 24 points in the
that now everythingwas being and Clinton Mack, first class church. This is an emergency Etheridgeof Grand Rapids, were as exhibiting at the very first the speaker for eight months.
Grand Haven ....................... 4
6
married Saturday afternoon. The leading trait of his character— his
taken care of and they would rank; Ron Wiegerink, merit used clothing and shoes drive.
8 third stanza, with the freshman
The
Redekers
have
three
chil- Benton Harbor ..................2
rites were read at 5 p.m. in the abounding generosity.
not have to worry any more about badge; Tom Dobbertin, Randy
9 center hitting exactly half of
dren, Kathleen, eighth grade stu- Muskegon Heights ............... 1
The condition of the Rev. Earl
Barnabas was generous in his
Hope's total. Hillsdalemaintained
excessivegovernment spending. Brondyke,Jim Boyd. Keith Mill- J. Stine of Burnips Is as "good as Centennial room, Warm Friend
dent, Jimmy, in fifth grade, and
When that happened, we would e . Howard Pippel, Keith Bosch, can be expeeted." He Is confined Tavern, by the Rev. Paul E. judgement of people. He believed Jane, two years old. Mrs. RodeAl-Van
L a steady pace, but fell behind
be back at the old stand. Or rath- Wayne Dirkse, David and Lloyd
Hinkamp. Arrangements of white the best of everybody. He believ- ker’s mother is Mrs. John Engles- Gobles .. ................
2 61-53 at the third buzzer.
..... 10
to the hospitalwhere he will be a
roses and white gladioli were used ed in Paul, believed in his siner, we would be a littleworse off. Jacob usse and David Speet, secThe home team kept the scorFennville
................. ......8
4
man
of
25
East
22nd
St.,
Holland.
patient for several days. He uncerity in spite of his bad record
for decorations.
Because we would have added yet ond class ranks.
Lawdon ...............................7 5 ing pace pretty torrid by adding
derwent surgery on Tuesday.
one more bureau with what McMiss Bonnie Robbins of Grand in the matter of persecution.He
Saugatuck .................... ..... 6
6 26 more points in the final stanza,
Hospital Note*
The Burnips Parent-TeacherasClellan calls "a staff of investiRapids
attended the bride and had faith m those people at AntiCovert
.............................
6 with seven players breakinginto
(From Tuesday’*Sentinel)
sociationof the local school met
gators to make year-round studHenry A. Schantz, III, of Grand och— in their conversion and acAdmitted to Holland hospital Bloomingdale.......................4 8 the scoring column. The Dales
on Tuesday evening. Feb. 12, with
ies of government spending ”
Rapids, assistedthe groom as best ceptancewith God— though they
Monday were Lucille Kiekintveld, Lawrence ............................ 1 11 produced their best singles perJohn De Jongh, president,presid- man.
Those investigators would of
had not submittedto the Jewish
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
iod output with 19 markers, but
626 West 23rd St. (and discharging. A social hour followedthe
course have to be paid fat salarHospital Notes
The Prayer band ol the local business meeting and refresh- The bride's wedding ensemble rule. And by this generosity of ed); Larry Kuiken, 304 Washingit wasn’t enough to head the
ies, and a.s a result another straw churches met in the home of Mr.
included a ballerinalength gown spirit he saved m«ny for the
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
champion Dutchmen.
ton
Blvd.; Mrs. Raymond C.
ments
were
served.
would be piled on the patient and Mrs. Paul Leow at Burnips
of American beauty velveteen, church. There never was such an Schaap, route 1, Hudsonville; Admitted to Holland hospital Although nearing the 90-point
Mr. *and Mrs. Wayne Ahvard
camel’s back.
styled with a boat neckline and encouragerand helper as BarnaMonday evening, Feb. 4.
and family entertainedrelatives tiny buttons down the front of the bas. He was so generous that he Nellie Pressley, route 4 (and dis- Friday were Mrs. Jennie Moore, mark once again, Hope had a
Does that sound too cynical?
116 East 18th St.: Mrs. John Van comparatively poor average of
The Burnips Cirl Scout troop in their home last week.
charged).
Well, bitter experience has shown
fitted bodice. She wore a small had no room for envy in his heart.
Tatenhove, 24 West 15th St.: Mrs. 29 per cent accuracy on field goal
No. 1 met Monday evening, Feb.
Discharged
Monday
were
Mrs.
School was dismissed on Frithat it Is all too close to the real4, in the Salem Township com- day, Feb. 8, to enable the teach- hat of white featherswith a white When he went for Paul to Tarsus, Albert Derenberger and baby, Port Edward Brondyke, 1682 South Vtempts. Hillsdale was just a
ities of things. In any event, even
veil and carried a colonial nose- and brought him back with him to Sheldon.
Shore Dr.; Louis Van Huis, 639 step behind at 26J per cent, but
munity hall.
ers, Mrs. Lyman Moored of Burif the "super-watchdogbureau"
The five and one-half months nips. and John De Young of Dia- pay of white snow roses and free- Antioch^ he knew quite well what
Births Monday included a West 29th St.: Mrs. George the secret was that Hope's height
is established, the people can't
he was doing. He knew that to
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Clare mond Springs, to attend the Al- sia trimmed with lace.
daughter,
Cynthia Lynn, to Mr. Kuiper, 265 West 24th St.; Ed- advantage and good backboard
afford to let it take the place of
Miss Robbins wore a brown vel- bring Paul in would mean that he
Brenner, former Burnips resi- legan county Teacher's institute
and
Mrs.
James
Pfingstel, Apt. ward R. Wolters, route 5; John play gave the winners 129 shots
their owa watchfulness. Nothing
veteen ballerinagown and a hat would have to take second place.
B-l. Beach Ct.; a daughter to Mr. Grote, route 4 (and discharged). at the bucket compared with only
can take the place of that. We dents, died at his home. The baby held in the Griswold auditorium of pink feathers. She carried a
Barnabas was generous toward
Discharged Friday were Bar 106 for the Dales.
the people must keep on kicking was taken to the home ol the in Allegan. G. Ray Sturgl«, form- nosegay of pink rapture roses and the weak. He was the companion and Mrs. Preston Rooks, 17 West
bara
Dykhuis, route 5; Rodney
grandmother,
Mrs.
Anna
Brenner,
26th
St.;
a
daughter
to
Mr.
and
The Dutch attack once more
er Burnips resident,who Is Alle- sweet peas with lace.
anil protecting. In reality we are
of Paul on his first missionary
Troost, route 4.
Mrs. Jacob Molengraf, route 4.
featured well-roundedscoring,
the only ones who can be effic- near Burnips on Monday afternoon gan county superintendentof
tour. He stood by him in his great
After
the
ceremony,
a
wedding
Admitted Saturday was Mrs. with Visser leading the way with
ient super-watchdogs.Why not and funeral services were held schools,was on the program. dinner was served at the hotel for fight for gentile freedom. He and
Nelson Lucas, 273 Rose Ave. Adwrite us 300 words if you have for the immediatefamily Tuesday Others were Dr. John Harrison, the immediate families.
21 points to nose out Ron Bos
Barnabasquarreled.It came about
mitted and discharged were Larry
ideas about economy in govern- alternoon in the Brenner home.
assistant superintendentof deand Hendrickson for individual
The newlyweds left on a wed on account of John Mark. He had
Roberts, 78 West Ninth St.; Diana
The Rev. G. C. Avery, mission- partment of public instruction,
ment.
honors. The latter two each had
ding
trip
to
northern
Michigan.
been
their
attendant
in
the
first
and
John
Vanden
Bosch,
Jr.,
445
ary of Peru, South America,was and Dale McIntyre, educational
20 points.
For
going away the bride wore a missionary* journey but he left
Borden St.; Donald Van Wieren,
the guest at the devotional period director of a Detroit radio station.
Shifty forward Tom Walsh
Bride-Elect Honored
98 Spruce Ave.
in the Burnips school Monday Approximately380 teachers of light blue suit with navy and them at a critical point. Luke
paced the Dales attack with 21
white
accessories. They will be at does not tell us why. When they
DischargedSaturday were Edmorning, Feb. 18. He showed cur- schools in Allegan county attendAt Grand Haven Event
points, wiiile Hinkle connected
home after March 1 at 154 were preparing for their second
ward R. Wolters, route 5; LaVerne
ios from South America and gave ed. The Hopkins school band furfor 20 and Holbeck for 17. Most
College. NE, Grand Rapids.
journey,
Barnabas
wanted
again
Schippers,
48
West
17th
St.;
Daryl
Miss Ann Wieraema was guest an interestingtalk on each object. nished music and the Rev. Alfred
of the guards' fwints came on
Keith Wabeke, 515 East Eighth
The prayer and praise service Halstead of Allegan gave the in- Mrs. Etheridge, a graduate ot to take Marie, but Paul did not
of honor at a bridal shower given
long two-handed shots from outWestern
Michigan
State
high want to take the risk. And over
St.;
Mrs.
Richard
Taylor
and
Wednesday evening at the home of the Burnips Methodist church vocation. Guild members of the
court.school, Kalamazoo, attended Vogue John Mark these two friends who
baby. 752 Michigan Ave.; John A.
of her grandmother, Mrs. J. was held Wednesday evening, church served lunch at noon.
In a preliminary game. Coach
school in Chicago. Mr. Etheridge, had been so much to one another
Peterson, 160 Taylor St., SaugaBroekema of Grand Haven. Miss Feb. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Blauwkamp of a graduate of Ottawa Hills high quarreled and parted.
Jack Schouten’sjunior varsity
tuck.
Miss Marilyn Mayrand of Zutphen and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Wiersema’s sister,Mrs. Clarence
school and the U.S. Merchant
Evidently the church at AntiAdmitted Sunday was Mrs. quintet bowed before Allen Radio
Groenevelt, and her mother. Mrs. Grandville,daughter of Mrs. Mar- Buege and children of Burnips
of the Holland city league 56-43.
Marine
academy,
is
associated och was on the side of Paul in
Kent
Thompson, 542 Elm Dr.
Harry Wiersema, were hostesses. garet Mayrand of Burnips, and visited at the home of their parwith
his father in the Etheridge this quarrel. Paul stands for
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. Center Bob Van Dyke scored 12
Miscellaneousgifts were pre- Garth A. Souter of Grandville ents and grandparents,Mr. and
Printing Co., Grand Rapids.
strict
justice.
Barnabas
once
Frank
Lighthart,38 East 21st St; points for Allen, and guard Bill
eented to the honored guest. were married Friday evening, Mrs. Gerrit Redder, of Jamestown.
again
stands
for generosity. And
Mrs.
Lester Swierenga, 236 ft Rink was high for the losers with
Games were played and prizes Fob. 15. They left for Texas There will be special services
we
feel that in pleading for a
West
17th
St.; Mrs. Jennie Hall, 10. 'Allen led at half time 32-19.
whore
they
will
make
their
home.
were awarded to Mrs. Lou Van
each Sunday evening during Lent Two Personi Injured
Hope (87)
second chance Barnabas was just
57
East
McKinley
Ave., Zeeland.
Dyke, Mrs. Andrew Broekema
The prayer and prSi.se service with the Rev.. Earle J. Stine in
FG FT PF TP
In Crash Near Marne
giving express! i to the mind of
Births Friday included a daughof the Monterey Center Metho- charge.
and Mrs. Bernard Broekema.
Jacobson, f ............ 3
0
3 6
Christ. He was nearer Christ
terte Mary Leera, to Mr. and Mrs.
Guests were from Grand Hav- dist church was held on Tuesday
A supper was held in the Salem
Grand Haven (Special)— pffic- than Paul was. He was generous
5 21
Albert Demberger, route 1, West Visser, f ................ 10 1
en, Holland and Muskegon.
evening, Feb. 12.
Township Community hall in ers of the sheriff’sdepartment enough to believe that a failure
Henderickson, c .... 8
4
2 20
Olive;
a
daughter,
Norma
Jean,
to
The Rev. G. C. Avery, missiort- Burnips on Friday evening, Feb.
are continuing investigationof an might becofne a success, and a
4
2 20
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Tanis, 916 Bos, g ....................8
Boy and Cub Scouts Plan ary to Peru, Sohth America, and 15 sponsored by .the Burnips accident which occurred a mile coward a brave and steadfast
Bremer, £ ................3
5
3 11
Lincoln Ave.
also a former missionary to the school Parent-Teacher as.<bciation.
and a half east of Marne on US- man. And so, even at the cost of
Van Regenmortef.. 3
1 3
7
Births
Saturday
Included
a
son,
West Indies, is the guest evangel- . The Burnips Home Extension 16 at 12:30 Sunday morning.
‘Circus’ at Allegan High
partlng-with Paul, he was resolvMark Douglas,to Mr. and Mrs Bolema ....................0 0 2 0
Miss Luello Meengs
ist at the special revival services club met Tuesday evening, Feb.
Involved were cars driven by ed that Mark should have his sec0
1
0
The engagement of Mias Luella George Keen, 368 West 18th St., Piersma ................ 0
Allegan (Special) — More than held each evening in the Burnips
5. in the home of Mrs. Roy Raab Donald Keglovitz, 22, Muskegon ond chance.
0 0 2
1
Meenga to AlexanderKaray is an- a daughter. Linda Kay, to Mr. and Kempker ..............
700 Boy Scouts and Cubs will par- Pilgrim Holiness church. Services
of BUrnips.
Heights, going west, and Berner
Yea, and the second chance nounced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Ter Horst 154 Reed
ticipate in the South District] will continue through Sunday,
Peterson. 32, Grand Haven, trav- saved him. Paul acknowledge*it.
36. 15 21 87
•’Circus"which will be staged in Feb. 24. Services ure held each
Mrs. William Meengs of Zeeland Ave.; a daughterto Mr. and Mrs.
eling east.
In one of his last letters that Mr. Karay is the son of Mr. and Fred Foster, Allegan; a son. Jack
Hillsdale (72)
the Allegan high school gymna- weekday evening at 8 with the ex- Fund Drive Planned
Officers report the wheels of came from his hand, he writes to Mrs. X. Karay of Detroit.
Alan, to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
FG FT PF T1
sium Friday, April 25.
ception of Saturday.The Sunday
Grand Haven (Special) — At a the Peterson car dropped off the Timothy like this-Take Mark,
Walsh, f ................ 8
5
Miss Meengs, a gArduate of Harper, Sr., 490 James St.
4 21
Details of the event wore plan- sendees are at 11* a m. and 7:30
meeting of the executive commit- edge of the pavement and in at- and bring him with you, for .he is Zeeland high school, attended
Births Sunday included a son, Hagaman, ........... 0
3
5 3
ned at a meeting of the district p.m.
tempting to get back onto slippery
committee,held here recently.
On Monday and Tuesday even- tee of the Shape Christian home highway his car skidded into the profitable to me for the ministry. Grand Rapids Junior college and Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Max De Gettings, c ............ 0 5 5 5
at present is employed at Zeeland Free, 271 Division Ave., Zeeland; Holbeck, g ............ 8
Scout troop* and Cub parks ings, Feb. 18 and 19, colored slides for the retired Monday night it
3 17
1
Mr. and Mr*. Ben Ten Cate hatchery.
a son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. Cor- Hinkle, g ................ 9
from Burnips. Hopkins, Martin, were shown preceding the regular was reported that $4,000 in dona- path of the Keglovitz car.
2
4 20
Keglovitzand Peterson’s wife, and son*, Fred and Cedi, and Mr.
Mr. Karay attended Wayne uni- nelius De Ruiter, 430% Pine Ave. Appledom ............ 3
Wayland. Plainwell,Otsego, Casco meeting.Worship senices began
0
3 6
Do row
and Allegan will display ,their skill at 8 p.m. Special tnuslc which tions have been received.A finan- Helen," were taken to St. Mary’s and Mr*. Casey Wieling, all of versity and received his master’s
0
0
3 0
Mr. and Mrs. Don Fockler of Hohman
various scouting activities, consisted of favorite hymns, was cial drive will start as soon as the hospital,Grand Rapids, the form- Holland, -motored to Nashville, degree at the University of Michi0
0
1 0
will be provided by the presented at th services by Miss Red Cross drive in the Tri-City er with severe bruises, and the Teim., last week-end to visit Pfc. gan. He is employed as an engi- Cadillac spent the week-end at Tallman ••••••*•••••••••••0
0 '0 0
area Is completed. The organiza- latter, a bone fracture In the left Bernard Ten Cate who Is sta- neer at Sumner Chemical com- the home of Mr. and Mrs. William
gh.scnool band.
Donna HjHitower on the marim- tion now is one yeacold.
hand and facial cuts.
tioned at Seward Air Force base. pany in Zyeland.
Fockler, route 2.
28 16 28 72
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Diskarbance at

Holland Furnishes

Ministers’ Circle

Hears
More Than Half

The

Saturday Deadline

Mennenga

Jail

Building Permits

Brings Fine

Grand Haven (Special) — Leo
Tuttle,33, Grand Haven, paid $25
fine and $10.35 costa when he was
arraigned before Justice T. A.
Huated Monday on charge of creating a disturbance at 22 Franklin St.1 where a group of his
friends were cooking a chicken
dinner Sunday afternoon.
City police were informed Tuttle had brought some liquor and
wine and later an argument developed into a fight. After being
put out of the house. Tuttle al-

To Buy Licenses

Miniaters’ Social circle of

the classia of Holland observed

And

Home

its

Issued to Four

Four applicationsfor building
annual guest day Monday afterBills
permits totaling$19,150 were filed
noon in Trinity Reformed church.
Of
last week with Building Inspector
Representatives• of Western
The Holland licensebureau was
Joseph Shashaguay and City Clerk
Grand Haven (Special) — Hol- Theological seminary were Dr.
an active place Monday as the
land has been called on to furnish and Mrs. John R. Mulder, Dr.
Clarence Grevengoed.
more than half the 23-man March and Mrs. George Mennenga and
final week of activity Monday
The permits follow:
draft quota from Ottawa county. Dr. and Mrs. Lester J. Kuyper.
March 1 deadline for putting 1952
Neal Zeerip, 268 West 29th St*
From
Hope
college
came
the
Names of the 23 men slated to
automobile
license
plates
into
use.
new
house, 24 by 30 feet, frame
leave for induction on March 5 Rev. and Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp,
construction,
$7,500; self, conBureau
Manager
Al
Dyk
estiDr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Prins,
the
were revealed today by the county
legedly broke several windows tractor.
'
mated that about 4.500 more with a snow shovel.
draft board in Grand Haven. Rev. Henry E. Schoon and Mrs.
Clarence Parker. 172 East 13th
plates— mostly for passenger cars
Twelve of the men are from Hol- Irwin J. Lubbers. The Rev. Ger.Taken to jail, Tuttle again en St., build vestibule and put in
—remain to bo sold this week.
land. two from Zeeland, three rit Rezelman of Adams, Neb.,
gaged in a fight with enforce- cement floor on porch, $150; self,
Already the bureau has processed
from Grand Haven, two from Jeni- also was present.
ment officials in which he re- contractor.
The
vice
president,
the
Rev.
Johp
about
14,000
applications.
son and one each from Coopersceived a severe gash over his
Robert Gosselar, 106 Eait 31*t
den
Ouden
of
Zeeland,
presided
Dyk commented that there are
ville, West Olive, Spring Lake and
during the program. Devotions
more auto registrationsthis year eye. It was some time before he St., new house, 25 by 42, frame
Hudsonville.
could be subdued enough to re- construction, $9,400, and garage,
than last, and the total number
The men have been ordered to were in charge of the Rev. C. G.
$600; A. J. Cook Lumber Co., conof licensesissued by the Holland ceive medical attention.
report at the Grand Haven Arm- Reynen and the Rev. Peter Muystractor.
kens.
Special
prayers
were
offer
bureau
this
year
likely
will
reach
ory at 1:15 p.m. on March 5. They
Dr. John Winter, 726 State St.,
19,000.
will leave by bus for Detroit and ed for Dr. William Goulooze who
John Veldheer Diet
add room to existingresidence,14
has gone to Mayo clinic for treat
The bureau, located at 89 West
be inducted the following day.
by 18 feet, $1,500; A. J. Codk
Eighth St. in Holland, will be At Holland Hospital
The March selectees,listed by ments.
Lumber Co., contractor.
The main speaker ^vas Dr.
open from 9 a m. through 5 p.m.
postal addresses:
John J. Veldheer, 81, of 210
Holland (12) — David Lubben, George Mennenga, a member of
for the rest of the week.
East 13th St., died at Holland hosDonald Vink, iuperintendent of
Other essential payments also pital Saturday at 1 pm He had
route 5; John MacQueen, 205 West the board of foreign missions of
the Holland Parke, Davis plant,
Ninth St.: Ronald Nykamp, 34% the Reformed Church in America
must be made before March 1, been ill two month*.
guest speaker at the Holland
according to a check of other govEast 21st St.; Henry Kalman, 152 He gave a report of the recent
A resident of North Holland was
Optimist club meeting Monday at
ernmentaloffices.
West 10th St.; Delbert Hoover, 717 meeting held in February in
moat of his life, Mr. Veldheer had
Central Ave.; Vernon Overway, 51 Hackensack, N. J. Dr. Mennenga
Holland township Treasurer moved to Holland In 1941 when he the Eten House. Vink discussed
John H. Maat and city Treasurer retired a* a carpenter. He was a Chloromycetin.
West 22nd St.; Leon Kolean, route voiced appreciation for the lead
4, Melvin Van Dyke, route 4 ership and personnel of the board
Alden J. Stoner have reminded member of Sixth Reformed
Roger Brunsell,193 West 18th St. and spoke of the congenial spirit
residents that taxes must be paid church. Hh wife, the former Grace
by Saturday. After March 1, the Bishop, died four and a half years
Howard Van Voorst, 153 East 37th amidst discussion oi grave issues
Two key persons were missing
St.; Floyd Vander Hulst, route 3
rolls are closed and tax books sent ago.
Gordon Grevengoed, 41 West 22nd Dr. Luman J. Shafer who has
to the county treasury in Grand
Surviving are two daughters.
St.
gone "back to his first love" as
Haven.
Mrs. Dick Dams and Mrs. Edward
Zeeland <2) — Clarence Jager, missionary in Japan ana Dr. F. M
Stoner reportedthat of the Rowan of Holland; five sons,
517 Central Ave.; Willis Huyser Potter who has undergone a seri$188,812 original tax roll in the George and Charles of Hamilton,
route 1.
city, about $12,500 remains to be Myron and Harold of Holland and
ous operation. Dr. Mennenga
Grand Haven (3)— James Teas- classed the two m<?n as great in
paid.
bureau manager, commented that this year’s
License plate headachei7 Picture younelf in the
Capt. James Veldheer,with the
Repair All Kinda
ley, Clyde Kinkema, Raymond ternational Christian statesmen position of Charles Cooper of Holland Motor
license cost has increased about 40 per cent over
So far. the city has issued 500 U. S. Air Force at Langley Field.
last year, and “raised our total outlay from
Young.
dog licenses, with about 300 more Va.; 28 grandchildren;12 great
who were always thinking of the
Express Co., who made out a check for $33,040
Of Leaky Roofs!
$20,000 to $33,040." Just a note for housewives who
for 237 truck-trailer licenseplates. Cooper, shown
Jenison (2)— Robert Piers, Ger- total program of the church.
to be issued to bring the 1952 to- grandchildren;
sister,, Mrs.
find
the
cost
of
meat
a
cause
for
worry:
Cooper’s
making
the
largest
single
license
plate
purchase
ald Bosch.
tal
up
to
last
year’s
figure.
Dog
The budget of the board for
We'll recover old roofi
Henry Nieboer, and a sister-inlicense plates sell at the rate of $132 per pound.
in Ottawa county from Al Dyk, Holland License
Others (4)— Raymond Zimmer. 1952 is $736,000, proving the trelicensesalso fall due on March 1 law, Mrs. Kate Veldheer, both of
like new . . . install new
(Sentinelphoto)
Coopersville;Allred Dorn, West mendous outreach of the church.
in the townships.
Holland.
ones reasonably EstiOlive; Blair Kennedy, Spring The candidate committee reported
mates furnished promptTrust and Luck are villages
Lake; Santiago Aguilar, Hudson- 21 new appointments to foreign
Sandra
Kay
Van
Kampen
within
three
mileg
of
one
another
ville.
fields. Five are short-termmisly.
between Waynesvllle and Hot
sionaries. This is the largest numFeted on Anniversary
SpringH,North Carolina.
ber ever appointed at a single
Man Stands Mate
Sandra Kay Van Kampen was
board meeting.
Grand Haven (Special)— Donald
honored at a birthday party ThursThe speaker also touched on Clinic
Bortz, 26, of Detroit, stood mute
day afternoon in honor of her
the situation of the China miswhen arraigned before Justice
fifth anniversary. The party was
George Hoffer Monday on a sionaries who are now serving
Marinus (Mike) De Jonge owns
Tiie third annual Ottawa Coun- given by her mother, Mrs. GerCare Called For and Delivered
among
the Amoy speaking Chidisorderly charge and posted $50
and
operates the Lincoln Avenue
nese in the Philippines.He closed ty Food Handlers clinic will be rit Van Kampen of 119 Vander
CO.
cash bond for trial set for March
garage, 881 Lincoln Ave. He also
Veen Ave.
H.
B.
7. The arrest was made by city with a plea for more interces- held in Holland and Grand Haven
operates a used car lot in conGames were played and prizes
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
sion for the work today. The clos- during March for operatorsand
police following a fight about 3
wore awarded to Patty Keen, junction with the service garage.
29 East 6th Street
a.m. Sunday in the Snack Bar. ing prayer was offered by the employesof food handling places.
De
Jonge has been in machine
Sally Overway and James DoolitDon Hartgerlnk — Harm Blok
The complaintwas made by Vic- Rev. Christian Walvoord.
work
for more than 16 years and
scries of four meetings is tle. Each guest received a gift.
Hosts and hostesses were Rev.
128 W. 8th
Phone 7777
tor Herman.
has been in the garage business
and Mrs. Muyskens, Rev. and planned in both Holland and Refreshmentswere served.
lor 11 years.
Invited were Phyllis Van KamLargest tropicaltrees are found Mrs. Reynen, Rev. and Mrs. den Grand Haven, arranged by the
Spccilties at the garage in-' Sandwich-Soda Bar
pen, Doris Garvelink, Ruth GarC uden and the Rev. and Mrs.
In South America.
Restaurant Owners’ committee velink, James Doolittle. Arlene elude new and factory rc -built
S69 River Ave.
James Wayer.
and the Grand Haven adult educa- Schutt, Barbara Schutt, Gary Van motors, batteries, tires, accesPHONE 7997
1.
tion department,in co-operation Langeveldc, Patty Keen. Sally sories and the repairingof all
2.
Vrielings Celebrate
with Ottawa county and Holland Overway. Tommy Hindert, Jerry makes of cars and trucks. Almost
any truck can be serviced easily
city health departments.
De
Ridder
and
Kenny
Pool.
3.
Wedding Anniversary
in the roomy department,equipW. A. Chojnowski, co-ordinaped
with
the
special
high
doors.
4.
Mr. and Mrs. George Vrieling, tor of business education for the Paala Sorich Honored
Modern machinery in the lubrica276 Fairbanks Ave., celebrated school vocational program, is
tion departmentgives the best uptheir 40th wedding anniversary chairman of the clinic. Two sec- On Birthday Anniversary to-date service to all customers.
tions
are
open
for
restaurant
opSunday at a family dinner party
De Jonge says he has found
Co's.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. erators only and the other two Paula Anne Sprick was guest of that the most costly reports stem
sections
will
be
for
operators
honor
Saturday
afternoon
at
a
Ante
Fire
Life
Arthur Nienhuis, 218 East 12th St.
from poor or neglected lubrication
party celebrating her sixth birthAttending the party were Mr. and their help.
IN VAN LINTE
Holland meetings will be held day anniversary. The party was in cars. Only the finest grade of
and Mrs. Donald Elferdinkand
177 CollegeAvenue
Phone 7133
parts are installedto insure longRusty of St. Joseph, Mr. and Mrs. Monday nights in the city council given by her mother. Mrs John er life to your car.
THE BIG DUTCH
Ray Haas and Miss Edith Markle chambers and Grand Haven meet- Sprick. assisted by Mrs. William The public is invited to stop in
FLEET SERVES THE
of Allegan, Mr. and Mrs. Nienhuis. ings will be held Tuesday nights Appledorn and Miss Anne Appleand watch the service men at
MIDDLE WEST WITH FAST, Nancy and Barbara and Mr. and in the- Giamber of Commerce dorn.
work. De Jonge says that by callbuilding.Registrationswill be
Pictures were taken Games ing 9210. he will pick up and 831 Lincoln Ave. Phone 9210
“ON SCHEDULE” DELIVERY Mrs. Vrieling.
taken the night of the first meet- were played and prizes were
deliver your car free of charge,
FROM DOOR TO DOOR
ings in both cities.
awarded to Katherine Bear and after it has been repaired.
Meetings in Holland will he Ruth Ann Simonsen. A twoTERMINALSLOCATED AT:
held March 3, 10. 17 and 24. and course lunch was served. Each
More Chicken Pox and
in Grand Haven March 4, 11, 18 guest received a favor.
Indianapolis
"Job Rated Trucks"
and 25.
Guests were children in the Measles Expected Here
Louisville Cincinnati
Health specialists who will kindergarten
Pine Creek
Ft.
South Bend
• Panels
• Pick upe
serve as resource persons are Dr. school. Included were Mary Ellen
Grand Haven (Special) — The
0 Route Vane
• Stakes
Ralph Ten Haven, county health Atwood. Peggy Baumann, Kath- Ottawa County Health depart# Heevy Duty Unite
officer;Gladys Knight. Michigan erine Boar. Paula Bloomquist, ment announcedMonday it exState college extensionservice; Lois Bosnian. Roxanne Hasty, pects a continued spread of measOPEN EVENINGS
Dr.
L. Mailman, dean of the Janice Kole. Barbara Kruithof, les and chicken pox in Holland
school of bacteriology, Michigan Sheran Morley, Donna Postma, and Grand Haven in view of tl)e
TILL 9 P.M.
State college; Max Decker of the Beverly Prince. Beverly Sloot- fact that there has been a large
INDUSTRIAL
state health denartment. and haak, Ruth Simonsen. Donna number of ex pas-urea the past
COMMERCIAL
IRON and METAL CO.
S. A.
INC.
Wayne Johnson, field representa- Stansby, Donna Topp. Mary Lou week in both cities.
RESIDENTIAL
Officialspointed out that partive of the Michigan Restaurant Van Dvkr, Suzanne Van E>k.
120 River Ave.
ents
should
lx*
aware
that
a
serassociation.
Barbara Van Kampen and Paula's
CONSTRUCTION
um is available for modification
Chairman at Holland meetings sister, Patti Sprick.
of measles to lx1 used in cases
85 East 6th
Phono
Holland. Mleh.
will be Lloyd Van Lente. March
whore the physician considers it
3; George Damson. March 10;
Virginia Ruth Schurman
may be of some aid.
Ralph Cumerford.March 17. and
John Bosch of Zeeland, March Dies of Long Illness
Johann Strauss,who wrote more
24.
Virginia Ruth Schurman. 37. than 500 waltzes, is known aa the
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Holland to Send Tulips

MAEROSE

To Queen

STREET

oi Mardi

Gras

PHONE

68152

Time Manager Larry A. a member of Trinity Reformed
Wade was making arrangements church.
Monday to send a bouquet of tuSurviving besides the parents
Her Majesty. Queen of the are two sisters. Mrs. Harriet EmCarnival, of the Mardi Gras, now mons of Holland and Margaret E.
in full swing at New Orleans. La. Schurman of Grand Rapids.
The bouquet will bear greetings
from Holland. Mich., and its tulip
Only mannal that can fly under
its own power Is the hat.
festival May 14 through 17.

lips to

TROPHY USED CARS
Sold With A Bonafide

ROAD

Written Guarantee
LARGE SELECTION TO CHOOSE

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Schurman of East 24th St., died
Saturday evening at her home
after an extended ijlness. She was
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SERVICE
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"waltz king."
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LENNOX

WALL PAPER
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Holland Phone 2731
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Zeeland Phone 3147

GRAND

Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

Everyone's Meals

TRIUMPH BAKESHOP
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PHONE 2677

BRAND NEW
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^Papers for nlchee,
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.borders, dadoeel

ESSENBURG

Street Phone 7242
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BAKERY TREATS

HARRY K00P
HEATING
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and pound foolish
When you buy Insur1

ceam

ance on price alone
you can loee everything if the policy

THICK MALTEDS

does not fully cover
the risk. We're thorough and we see to it

GOOD COFFEE

Join your frlende et The
Bier Kelder. Premium beer,
nationallyadvertised wines.
A convenientlylocated meet-

ing place with traditional
Dutch atmosphere. Open
noon to midnight

that aaeure comfortabletoe and
knee space; provision for fluorseosnt
Ugh ting under all wall cabinet unto.
Silent, brass rumflr drawers; sounddeadened doors! There ere 5 Murrey
cabinet sinks: the big 66*, the
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Basket
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From Servicemen
By Dick Mllllman
The Albion college school paper
started fooling around with figures the other day and -came up
with the proved "fact" that Albion could swamp the University
of Keneucky on the basketball

Feature Program
Allendale (Special)

—

Service-

men

from the Allendale area
were remembered Tuesday evening when the Girls’ League for
Sendee of the Allendale Reformed
church sponsored a hymn sing in
the church. Hymns requested by
the boys featured the program
presentedunder the direction of
Neal Van Weelda. Nola Swanson
was organist and Madelyn Stevens, pianist. The welcome was
given by Violet Klinge, league
president. The Rev. R. Schaap
gave the opening prayer.
The program continued with the
following hymns requested by the
boys in sendee: "What a Friend
We Have in Jesus,” for Bernard
Kraker of Pearline and John De
Jonge of Rusk; "Whosoever Will,"
for Mandn Wiersma of Allendale;
“God Will Take Care of You,” for
Richard Smith of Allendale and

floor.

Here’s the way the story

Altena, Square, 114; Ken Schippers, Fox, 112; Ken De Waard,
Pete’s, 112; "Gene Nyenhuis, Kole,
104; Lou Van Dyke, Allen, 101;
Paul Fortney, Allen, 98.
Just notes:

Coach Carroll Norlin’sninth
grade cage team has won three

games this season, and in each
victory the opposingteam made
Albion defeated Michigan Nor- exactly 26 points.The wins were
mal, Normal defeated Central over Benton Harbor, Grand HavMichigan, Central downed the en and Grand Rapids Catholic. .
University of Michigan, the Wol- Lou McMurray, star center on
fig-

ures:

.

verines tripped up Michigan the Muskegon Heights basketball
State in turn defeated squad, has a "little" brother comNotre Dame, Notre Dame turned ing up in the Heights’ basketball
back Wisconsin, the Badgers trip- system who stands six-three.Kid

State,

per St. Louis, and St. Louis de- brother Jim has been playing on
feated Kentucky.
the Heights’ junior high team.
Therefore. Albion on the form
The margin by which Muskesheet is better than Kentucky. gon defeated Holland last week
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Brandt
And the combined point spread might have been four points nar- Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Brandt, party for their children, grandamounted to a 97-point bulge for rower if tw'o quarters had been
of 265 Lincoln Ave., will mark children and great grandchildren.
Albion.
just a second or so shorter. Bob
Both are 79 years old. Brandt reIf we carry this a step further, Fairfield, driving Big Red guard, their 58th wedding anniversary
Hope defeated Albion by six let fly with two long-distance Saturday? March 1. They will tired two years ago from the fire
department which he served in
points, so the Dutchmen could desperation shots to just beat the celebrate the event with a family
various capacities for 45 years.
swamp the Wildcato— the number buzzer by a hair at the end of
one team in the nation— by 103 both the second and third quartHarris Broene of Pearline;
points.
ers and both were good. . When
Olive
“Standing on the Promises,”for
Or at any rate, if you believe Hope defeatedAlbion two weeks
John De Young of Rusk; dedicaenough in statisticsthat would ago 93-91, it was the first time in
tion number by the Rusk Christian
be the result.
history that a team had scored
Reformed church; "Dwellingin
more than 85 points against the
Beulah Land," for Gordon WierHope Coach John Visser . also Britons, or more than 76 on
Another group was organized by
sma of Allendale:"Love Lifted
recognized as one of the top bas- the Albion floor. ..Jay Handlan,
the Holland City Hospital AuxilMe," for Mandn Lemmen of Pearketball officials in this part of the Washington and Lee forward who
iary Thursday at the home ot Mrs
Man' Wabeke paced Holland
line; "This Is My Father’s World,"
state, has won the assignmentof appeared with the Generals
for Marvin Vender Ploeg of Pearofficiatingat the Class A and C against Hope on New Year’s Eve, William G. Winter, Sr., 46 East Archery club members at their
line.
regional tournaments at Western is the fifth player in major league 12th St. Mrs. William Olive was regular weekly shoot Wednesday
The Holland high school eighth grade basketball
Dyke, Tom Overbeek, Tom Ragains. Second row:
night at the nigh school gym.
"Blest Be the Tie," for Ralph
Michigan gym in Kalamazoo in
team, champions of the Ottawa County Junior
Coach Rombouts, Bill Kraai, John Kleinheksel, March Holland high will he one history to score more than 1,900 named chairman.
Wabeke posted a score of 764,
Rotman of Allendale;dedication High league, will complete its schedule this afterpoints in his career. Handlan
Tom Klomparens, Dick Den Uyl. Back row; Paul
As chairman, Mrs. Olive will and held a generousmargin over
number by the Allendale Wesleyan noon when the Junior Dutchmen travel to Marne
of the A teams in this meet.
dumped
in
40
points
against
RichBauman, John Stryker, Bob Bale, Jan Robberts,
Methodistchurch; "America,”for
And another Holland referee. mond last week to txxxst his four- represent the group on the execu- Don Caauwe and Wayne Harringin search of their 10th straightleague win. Coach
Sherry Shaeffer.Van Dyke and Overbeek are the
Richard Venhuizenof Pearline; Jack Rombouts’ crew has defeated Marne once,
Harve Buter, has been assigned year total to 1.915 points, with tive committee. Mrs. J. J. Brower lon, next in line with 712 and
team’s leading scorers, accounting for 188 points
700 respectively.
“Holy, Holy, Holy," for Kenneth
to work the da.* C and D district four games left to play. Others
and holds two victories each over Zeeland, Grand
between them in nine league games played. After
will represent the group on the
tourneys
at
Tredway
gym
in
KalWolbrink of Allendale; "Higher Haven, Spring Lake and Coopersville.The usual
who have hit the charmed circle constitutionand by-laws commit- Other scores posted:
the Marne contest, the team will go on to Musamazoo.
Ground," for Marvin Vender starting five are shown in the front row, left to
John Mulder 694. Nick Havinga
are Jim Lacy. Loyola of Balti- tee.
kegon to see the Holland high-Muskegongame.
right: Jim Vander Poel, Bill Japinga, Ron Van
Ploeg; "Onward Christian Sol660. Jerry Kline 650. Sara Brower
more, 2,199; Chet Giermak, Wil(Sentinelphoto)
Mrs. Raymond Fehring. temporThe Holland City Basketball liam and Mary. 2,146; Sam Ran- ary president of the auxiliary, ex- 648. Webb Dalman 644 Shorty
diers," for Clinton Schaap of
league scoring race endixl up with zino, North Carolina State, 1,965;
Allendale; "Sweet Hour of Prayplained the set-up of the hospital Geerlings 640, Gene Hiddinga636,
Dale Van Dorple of Washington and Tony Lavelli, Yale, 1,964.
er," for Kenneth Postma of Rusk
needs and helped organize the Los Lemson 630. Norma Naber
Square in first place with 143 Against Hope, Handlan scored 21
and Henry Zylstra of Allendale;
group. After the organization 624, Andy Naber 621, Harvey
points. Bob Van Dyke of Allen points. .. Grand Haven has signed
“The Old Rugged Cross." for
meeting the hostess served re- Clements 616, Red Hiddinga 610.
Radio was a step behind with 137 St. Joe and Niles high school to
Henry Voogt of Allendale; "Count
Deane Mulder 606, Joyce Barfreshments.
and Bill Kramer of Fox wound fill its basketball schedule next
Your Many Blessings," for Ralph
Included in the new Thui-sday kel 606, John Lam 601, Paul BarOf
up in third spot with 130 points. season. The Bucs will play anRotman of Allendale and Bernard
kol 580. Neal Houtman 575, Julia
Here are the rest of the top 10 other New Year's Day afternoon branch are the Mesdames Winter, Caauwe 565, Al Hamelink 537,
Kraker of Pearline.
Olive, Brower, George W. Van
city
loop
scorers:
"Abide With Me," for Richard
contest in 1953 against Holland Verst, J. J. Riemersma,Nicodemus Hank Lemson 520, Mike Lam 493,
Herbert M. Coburn and wf. to
Ken Bauman, Kole, 118; Bob Christian.
Smith of Allendale; "Give of Your In
Bosch, John Bosman, Arthur Vis- Juke Ten Cate 487. Dale Boos
Kenneth Raak and wf. Pt. SWj
Best to Your Master," for Mandn
scher, C. M. Selby, L. W. Schoon. 473. Mel.Jousma 435, Barb Van
Lemmen of Pearline; dedication Plainwell(Special)— It took a
20-5-15 twp. Holland.
E. Vander Meulen. W. C. Kools, Kolken 341.
Brown Home Scene
number by the Allendale Reform- second-half flurry led by substiCharles E. Drew, W. M. Tappan,
Roy W. Westveld and wf. to
ed church; ‘1 Know Whom I Have tute center Alan Kraai Friday
John Vander Brock, W. L. Eaton.
Big
Chester Grassmid and wf. Pt. NEJ Of Birthday Gathering
Believed.” for Gordon Wiersma of night to give Zeeland high’s basEdwin P. Dodge, John E. Telling
NE1
9-6-14 twp. Blendon.
Allendale; "The Solid Rock," for ketball team a 55-36 victory over
Mrs. Martin Brown entertained
and Miss Martha Sherwood.
Bruce
M.
Raymond
and
wf. to
Clinton Schaap of Allendale and Plainwell that assured the Chix
at a birthday party Tuesday afterJohn
DeSlUng.
Lot
30
Woodlawn
to
Harris Broene of Pearline; "Living of second place in the final Trinoon in honor of her son. Danny
Acres sub. twp. Holland.
for Jesus," for Gerald Vander Cbunty league standings.
Lee. who celebrated his fifth anniBenjamin
Kroodsma
to Cornelius
Season’s Finale
West of Allendale; "Yield Not to
Muskegon (Special)— The HolZeeland now has an overall
Nyhoff and wf. Lot 4 blk 4 Mar- versary. The event was held at
Temptation,”for Charles Smith, season record of 10 wins against
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
the
Brown
home,
239
East
Ninth
land
high
reserve
basketball
silje's sub. City of Holland.
Herfry Voogt and Marvin Wier- five setbacksgoing into the big
St.
Covert (Special) — Saugatuck
squad closed out the Southwest- Pvt. Dale K. Schurman arrived
Essenburg Building & Lumber
sma, all ot Allendale; dedication one next week against leaguehere early Friday from Camp high school closed out its basketGames
were
played
and
prizes
Co.
to
Robert
Eugene
Northuis
ern
conference
season
in
winning
number by the Pearline Christian leading Allegan at Allegan. HowBreckenridge, Ky., to spend the ball season last night by dropping
and wf. Lot 34 Pinecrest sub. twp. were awarded to Douglas Ter
fashion here Friday night by com- week-end with his parents, Mr. a close 53-48 decision to Covert in
Reformed church: "God Be With ever, the Chix can't overtakeAlVree
and
Phyllis
Van
Kampen.
Holland.
ing from behind to defeat the and Mrs. William Schurman, Vir- an Al-Van league game played
You," for- Kenneth Postma of legan at this time, but they’ll be
Mary J. Duga to William J. Lunch was served by the hostess. Muskegon Reserves 48-40.
Rusk and Henry Zylstra of Allen- trying to upset Coach Ken Otis'
ginia Park.
here.
Present
were
Mrs.
Gerald
VanDuga and wf. Pt. lot 100 City of
The victory gives Coach Bob
dale; "Precious Lord Take My undefeatedbandwagon.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Louis Mulder who
The defeat leaves the Indians
der
Book.
Allen
and
Paul
ot
Grand
Grand Haven.
Miss Bonnie Lo-Jeonne Bosmo
Connell’s charges undisputed posHand," by Noreen Swanson. The
Friday's game was one of those
Harold J. De Jonge and wf. to Haven, Carla, Linda and Arlene session of second place in the are making their home temporar- with an 11 won, eight lost record
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Otto
H.
Bosma
closing prayer was given bv the nip-and-tuck affairsfor the first
ily in Niles, are spending the going into tournament competiPrice, Cherie Mokma, Mrs. Fred
Rev. Flietstraof the Rusk Chris- two quarters with Zeeland just of Zeeland announce the engae- Ida E. Schippers, Lots 7. 8 Wol- Ter Vree and Douglas. Mrs. Eihert final loop standings.Holland’s week-end with Mrs. Mulder’s par- tion. Saugatuck begins tournabrink-Kennody
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A big third period provided the 271 West 19th St. have returned way. They trailed 13-6 at the end
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Engaged
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•

Ottawa Reformed church Sunday Evening,
• Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander
Molen entertained Mr. and Mrs.
C. Mulder and sons of Zeeland
and Mr. and Mrs. R.- Vinkemulder
of Allendale Sunday evening.
.

Many

birds fly non-stop over
thoimands of mile* of open ocean
In i* .dr miration*, but no one yet
knows bow they navigate.

fp |p

pay $25 fine, $6.55 costs and serve
five days in the county jail. If the
Two Cars Collide
fines and costs are hot paid they
Cars driven by Selby Miller, 68, will serve 30 days.
East Grand Rapids salesman, and
The three were picked .up by
Donald F. McMullen,.35, Rock- City police about 4 am. Saturday
Miss Lcono Swieringo
ford. collidedat 2:45 p.m. Thurs^
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Swier- at 17th and College. Miller was morning while in their car, and it
was found they had a large box
mga, 93 West 19th St., announce | driving east on 17th . and McMulfilled with aerials and other orthe engagement of their daughter, len north on College. McMullen
naments taken off cars which
Leona, to James W. Topp, son of received a ticket for imprudent
were parked in two used car lots
Mrs. Margery Tapp, 238 East ! speed from city police. Both cars
on Beech Tree street at the east
Ninti^St.
were damaged. J
end of the city.
•

tian

Pvt. Da e K. Schurman,21, ton of Mr. and Mr*. William Schurman
of Virginia Park, served at "enllatedaide" to MaJ. Gen. Ray E.
POrter, commandinggeneral at Camp. Breckinridge, Ky., last
Wednesday. Schurman was chosen from among several hundred
men in the ninth week of basic trainingfor his Initiative,military
bearing and "exceptionalability as a leader." Each week, outatanding men are selected and tour the post with the general for one day.
At the end of his tour of duty, Schurman was requested to eubmlt
a report to the general,giving hit views on training and facilities
at the post. He was awarded a 48-hour pass by the general.A 1948
graduateof Holland high, Schurman was employed at Crampton
Manufacturing Co. before his Indi^tion last November.
,

higlv
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Chapel was in charge of the
Four states of the Union which
studfent council Thursday. Roger are commonwealths are Virginia,
Boer, student council president, Pennsylvania, Massachusettsand
read Scripture and spoke briefly. Kentucky.
Myra Brieve led song service and
Charlotte Michielson spoke on the

subject "Foundation Day and
You.”

DYKSTRA
AMBULANCE SERVICE

The

first school of journalism
was founded In 1908 at the University of Missouri by Walter Williams.

" .HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
GilbertVander Water* Mgr.
29 East 9th
Phene 8698
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Bos Breaks

NEWS,

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28,

1952

Team

Holland Heights Church

WANT-ADS

Welcomes New Pastor

SCOTCH PINES

Mark by Scoring

Seedlings from selected seeds,
$10.00 per thousand

A reception for the Rev. Harry
Vander Ark, new pastor of Holland Heights Oiristian Reformed

36-Point Total

VANS PINES
Route 1, West Olive, Michigan
Adv.

church, Mrs. Vander Ark
and their son, Garry, at-

Ah— sweet revenge.

LOANS

tracted approximately300 members and friends Thursday evening. The group gathered in the
basement of Ninth Street Christian Reformed church.
The program opened with the
organ prelude by Mrs. W. Veurink followed by congregational

That’* what Hope college studenta are relishing today with a
free day that originally was called to celebrate winning the MIAA

championship.However, Tuesday
night’a 93-67 shellackingof Calvin

by the Dutch cagers at the Armory turned the whole affair into a
double-barreled deal.
For it was the same Calvin team
that socked the Dutch with a humiliating 85-43 defeat Jan. 12 in
Grand Rapids.
A majority of -the plaudits for
Tuesday night’s victory must go
to Ron Bos, the versatile Hope
guard, who shatteredall Hope
collegescoring records with a 36point total His amazing feat,
made with 14 field goals and eight
free throws, breaks the individual
scoring record at the local col-

•
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This U the architect'*conception of the new Grace Episcopal
church to be built on lota fronting on Michigan Ave. between
Cherry and 24th 8te. The proposed church will cost approximately
$175,000and will aeat at leaat 300. It will be of English Gothic

sandstone. Beneath the church, an undercroft will provide a large
community room. Allowanceshave also been made for off-atreet
parking for 30 car*. The Rev. William C. Warner Is rector of the

LOANS

Adv.

Accountants Hear

singing led by Harold Bangor.
Harold Kragt. vice president pro
tern, offered prayer and presented the opening remarks.
Other numbers on the program
include “A Welcome to the Vander
Arks" by Mary Tula of the Infant class, of the Sunday school;
piano duet by Lu Ann Vander
Vere and Clare Tuls of the Girls’
club; group singing by the Young

mm

-!*!!£' ;

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street,Holland

Insurance Expert
C. H. Quiter, assistantmanager

Grand Rupids office of Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New
York, was guest speaker at the
dinner meeting of Holland chapter of the American Society of

of the

Welcome to
Women Accountants Tuesday
Rev. Harry Vander Ark
the Vander Arks," by Nancy
evening in the Centennial room of
parish.
Buursema of the Junior Girls’ Bouws, accompanied by Mrs. N. the Warm Friend Tavern.
lege.
club; piano-accordian duet by Artz.
The group witnessed a film on
Bos was at his greatest of the
Following introduction of the insurance entitled"A Search for
Mrs. R. Kiekintveld and Mrs. N.
season and had spectatorson both
Bethel
Artz, of the Friendship guild, ac- Vander Arks by Mr. Kragt, the Security/’ presented by the Insides of the fence agog at his
Calvin
Jayvees
companied by Mrs. Veurink; re- new pastor spoke briefly and surance Institute of America.
point-making spree. Twenty-two
marks by Leonard Buursema of closed with prayer. Refreshments The film depicted the PresbyHolds
of his points came in the first
the Adult Bible class; group sing wore served by the Young Peo- terian church of Philadelphia as
half on eight field goals and eix
Officers and teachers of Bethel ing by the Boys’ club and songs ples’ society.
the first in America to inaugurate
Hope
free throws. He added 4 field goals
Retormed Sunday school together by the Ladies' quartet of the Mr.
Rev. Vander Ark was installed an insuranceplan and showed
in the third quarter and one free
with their wives and husbands atns pastor of the church at ser- the progress through the yeara
throw and two more field goals
Calvin’s rangy javee team tended the first annual banquet and Mrs. Club. The quartet was
Preliminary
plans
for
the
concomposed of Mrs. John Derks, vices in Nimh Street church last by the creation of plans so verand a free toss in the final canto
downed the Hope college B team Tuesday evening in the church
Mrs. John Van Hekken, Mrs. Gor- Friday. He presented his inaug- satile as to includeevery type and
before he bowed out to well-de- struction of a new church have Judd Tucker, Mrs. Tunis Van 67-53 in the preliminary contest
basement.
every need.
don
Bouws and Mrs. Russell ural sermon lost Sunday.
served standing ovation by Hope been made by Grace Episcopal Stright, Mrs. Verne Van Stright, at the Armory Tuesday night.
Dinner was served by the ladles
Quiter discussed the new Social
rooters.
Mrs.
Neil
De
Vries,
Mrs.
Martin
The Little knights led through- Aid to 90 guests. After dinner
church f^lowmg a prolonged perSecurity law as it effects the emTuesday’s game opened rather
Christians, Mrs. Adrian Veurink out the game, jumping to an 18-10
scripturewas read and prayer was
iod of rapid parish growth.
ploye and the self-employed.
slowly with Hope lagging behind
and Mrs. John Ringnalda.
first period lead.
given by the superintendent,Henry
The
vestry
of
Grace
church
Twice in life, Individuals are a lia4-1, then 6-5 and 11-7. However
A drive passed by A1 Nelson St rahbing. He also conducted a
bility, in infancy and in old age,
the Dutch shook their lethargy followed the directivefrom the
and Norm Schuiling put Hope in short business meeting before the
Fellowship
Guild
congregation
at
the
annual
parcreating the need for assistance
and went to work with a torrid
contentionin the second period, program.
at a time when the earning power
fast break and that was the last ish meeting in January. Prelimin- Selected as Name
and the half ended with the Little
The Rev. James Baar gave the
ary
drawings
have
been
made
and
is at at minimum, he said. The
time they were really threatened
Dutch just five points behind, message to the teachers spelling
plans for the financial campaign
object of tax on self-employment
"Good nutrition is the best preduring the game.
“Fellowship Guild’’ was
35-30.
out the won! Bethel and giving
income is to exact contributions
Score at end of the first quart- and a timetable of the actual name chosen last night for
In
the
third quarter, the several thoughts for each letter. ventive medicine,’’Miss Adelia
building
operations
will
be
anfrom the self-employed who beit was 24-18 in the locals’ favor
newly-organizedmission-aid
Knights came back strong and His talk ended with the thought Beeuwkea of Ann Arbor told
come eligibleto benefits under
and it soared to 46-30 at half- nounced soon.
The proposed new church, an ciety of Sixth Reformed church. outscored Hope 15-8, and the Bless each teacher heeding each members of the Woman's Literthe Social Security act. No partime. The third quarter ended
lesson.”
English
Gothic sandstone structure About 25 members gathered in third quarter closed 50-38.
ary club Tuesday afternoon in a
ticular class of individualsis ex'with the Dutch on the long end
The final stanza was evenly Miss Louise De Kleine, accom- talk on “Food Fads."
to cost approximately $175,000, the church basement for a regular
empt. In computingtax, however,
of a 71-44 count.
fought
with the winners netting panied by Mrs. De Waard of
will
be
erected
on
the
churchthe income received for certain
Biggest lead the locals had was
'The
body
is
nourished
only
Drenthe, sang three solos. 'It Is
17 points and Hope 15.
27 points as the horn ended the owned lots fronting on Michigan work meeting.
services
is exempt
Devotionswere conducted byGlenn Straatsma and Nelson No Secret,’’ “His Eye Is on the through the foods you eat," she
Ave. between Cherry St. and 24th
James Townsend, attorney with
third period.
said
in
warning
her
listeners
Sparrow” and “Wonderful Jesus "
Besides Bos’ amazing display of St. These and two adjacent lots Mrs. Lloyd Maatman who also paced Hope with 11, followed by
the law firm of Ten Cate A Ten
Closing prayer was given by the against the false diets and soscoring,the locals can credit their on Elmdale Ct. were donated by- gave a review of the life of Ruth. Schuiling with 10 and Will Rink
Cate, conductedthe second in •
called
"medicinal
cures"
for
obesvictory to the aggressive rebound Mrs. P. T. Cheff a few years ago. The business meeting was in with nine. Muller tallied 18 for Rev. C. G. Reynen.
series of five study groups on
ity which are so widely advertised
work of steady Jun Bremer and
Last week the church acquired charge of the president, Mrs. B. the winners, while Kamps had 16,
“Legal Papers".
today.
freshman Bob Hendrickson, along the corner lot at Cherry St. and Mulder. A new constitution,pre- Hamstra 12 and Newhof 11.
The Public Relations dinner
Seminary Wives to Send
In a frank difleussionof the
Peoples’ society; "A

Group

Grace Episcopal Church

Banquet

Team

Dump

Planning New Structure

Woman's Club Speaker

Gives Facts About

Food

Engaged

with Jerry Jacobson, who trigger- Michigan Ave., bringing the total
sented by the secretary, Mrs. A.
over-weight individual problems
Baby Clothes to Korea
ed a fast break that simply wilted to seven lots and giving the
Miss Beeuwkee said that most
De Waard, was adopted.
Mrs. Van Lente Hostess
the slower Calvin team.
church an unbroken block of five
Seminary wives, at a regular people under tension eat either
following were named
Time after time, Bremer, Hen- lots on Michigan Ave.
chairmen for the various com- To Home Economics Class business meeting Monday night in too little or too much and often
drickson
Jacobson would
The new church will have a mittees: Mrs. T. Vande Water
the seminary social room, decided get into serious trouble. She showFourteenmembers of the Home
snatch the ball off the Calvin seating capacityof 300 in the
and Mrs. H, Dokter, social; Mrs. Economics class of the Virginia to sent baby clothes to Korea as ed slides to Illustratetrends of
board and have it down the floor nave or body of the church and
H. Mouw, membership and cheer; Park Women’s club met Monday their next projects. Details of the modern advertising and exposed
to Bos or Bob Visser with such about 35 in the chancel. On the
the false claims of many well adMrs. Boyd De Boer, program; evening at the home of Mrs. plan were discussed.
split-secondpassing that they main floor, in addition to the
After the business session, the vertised "cures" for overweight.
Mrs.
J.
Kcmpker
and
Mrs.
J. Ralph Van Lente. The meetihg
caught the Calvinites three-on- church proper, will be parish
As associate professor of public
Mokma, project; Mrs. G. Pippel, was opened with prayer and re- gtoup hftd . an evening of fun
two.
house accommodations.These will mission, and Mrs. James Barkel,
"aboard the USS Adelphia." Re- health nutrition In the University
marks
by
the
president,
Mrs.
EdAnd Bos always was in the be a sacristy, multi-purposerooms
freshments were served by the of Michigan school of public
win Fuder.
middle to either pass off to Jac- for the use of the rector, vestry, spiritual life.
Members answered roll call by hostesses, the Mesdames Joan health, Miss Beeuwkes Is well
obson on one side or Visser on guids, men’s groups, young people, This new organization is open
for membership to all women of giving a fact about George Wash- Ponstein, chairman, Evelyn Dyk- versed in the trends of modern
the other. It was a gaudy display church school and other gatherthe church and community. Meet- ington. Folk songs were sung by stra, Barbara Hendricks, Mary diets. The creation of food is a
of the fast break at about its ings.
ings are held twice a month, the the group, accompanied by Mrs. Madsen, Barbara Murray, Cathy miracle and pills and capsules
best.
Beneath the church, an under- second Tuesday of the month to James Walters. They sang "Hap- Kranendonk and Betty Felon. cannot take its place, she said.
One of the big factors for the croft will provide a large comIn these days when most woAfter refreshments there was
, local collegians was the free munity room with portable stag* be devoted to a missionarypro- py Birthday" to Mrs. M. Losey.
a period of instructionon party men take too little exercise and
gram
and
the
fourth
Tuesday
to
a
who
was
celebrating
Iter
anniversthrow line. Hope flipped in 19 out and accommodationfor parish
planning, group singing and devo- burn up fewer calories, they munt
work meeting for the church. ary that day.
of 30 tries while the Knights condinners and meetings, choir and
Refreshments were served byA lesson on "Color in Dress" tions. with the meeting as an ex- be willing to make adjustments in
nected on just five out of 15. In
acolytes'room, kitchen and- storample of how to plan a party for eating habits, said the speaker, as
the field goal department, the age space. Off-street parking for Mrs. V. Van Langevelde and Mrs. was illustratedfor the group by
she outlined the base essentialsof
a
church organization.
leaders Mrs. Marie Chambers and
F. Van Voorst.
Dutch connected on 37 out of 112
more than 30 cars will be pro- Mrs. James Wayer will be the Mrs. Frank Kamp.
Special guests at the meeting nutrition.
tries for 33 per cent while Calvin
She recommended a new book,
vided by the parking lot extendRefreshments were served by were girls who are engaged to
speaker at the next meeting to
made good 31 out of 105 for a 29J
"Food
Becomes You," by Ruth
ing from Elmdale Ct. to the east be held on March 11.
seminary
students.
Mrs. Van Lente and Mrs. Losey.
per cent accuracy.
side of the new building.
Members
who
planned the re- Leverton and wuggested that anyBehind Bos in the scoring deDuring the last 10 years the
creationalmeeting were the Mes- one in doubt about an advertised
partment came Jacobson with 18
congregation has grow.i almost
darnes Mary Bennett,chairman. weight-losing drug or formula
points on eight field goals and
150 per cent and annual contriVerladyne De I^of, Evelyn Bran- should write the American Modi
two free throws.
butions have increased more than
nin£, Pat Goulooze, Elaine Ter cal association bureau of investiCalvin (67)
Beest, Sena Lenters and Marjorie gation, 535 North Deartxjrn St.,
FG FT PF TP 400 per cent.
Chicago.
The congregation has purchased Dr.
Staal.
4 10
0
Kool, f ............... 5
"Proper eating is up to the ina
rectory. The membership now
5 18
0
Postmus, f ........... 9
With such ado. Costing predividual,and no-one can decide if
It all started when the crowd
exceeds
400.
The
Rev.
William
C.
16
2
3
Rosendahl,c ....... 7
it is worth it but you, yourself,"
of men who customarily eat lunch pared his own defense through Birthday Party Given
De Stigter, g ..... 0 1 5 1 Warner is rector.
she said
at the front table in Mary Jane more poetry (and the same fancy
15
2
For Sandra Bontekoe
1
Sisco, g ................ . 7
Mrs. Garret Vander Borgh precafeteriadecided it would he nice typewriter) stating fob was only2
0
2
Hamstra, g ........... 1
Miss Marietta Eding
Sandra Lynn Bontekoe was sided and explained the functions
bait and if people thought his face
if an
absent
member
vacationing
2
0
1
Kamps, f ............... 1
in Florida would provide red snap- slightlyred, it really was the tan honored at a birthday party cele- of the new Holland City Hospital
2\ 1 Honored at Shower
1
Timmer, f ........... 0
instead. And to prove he was a brating her eighth anniversary Auxiliary.Several working groups
per for lunch.
2
0
1
Muller, g ........... 1
Miss Marietta Eding, bride- And so a letter, signed by the real guy. he promiseddessert in Saturday afternoon.The event have already been organized and
was given by her mother, Mrs. more are needed, according to Mrs.
25 67 elect of Howard Molewyk, was entire group, went to Henry the future in the form of lime
5
31
Totals ...
Neil Bontekoe, at their home, 196 R. H. Fehring who heads the auxguest
of
honor
at
a
miscellaneous
Gosling,
local
realtor,
down
in
pie.
Hope 93)
shower
Thursday
evening
at
the
By
that
time
poetry
had
be- West 14th St. Mrs. Jack Loyer iliary. The club hospital committhe
sunny
south.
But
somehow.
18
2
8
2
Jacobson, g .......
Costing’s luck didn't come come rife and yet a third effusion and Mrs. Melvin Hertz assisted. tee, in existence for many years,
9 home of Mrs. John Molewyk.
2
1
Visser, f ........... 4
Games were played and prizes ia continuing its sewing for the
Gifts were presented to the through and he returned without in verse gave rise to an answer,
13
3
1
Hendrickson,c .. . 6
won by Judith Loyer, Judith Phil- hospital under the new setup
bride-elect
after
which
games
collecting
all
loose
ends
and
re36
fish.
2
14
8
Bos, g .................
Next week the club will hear a
10 wore played and prizes awarded.
But when Dr. Otto van der minding Hank that while they lips, Karen Hertz and Ruth Van
2
6
Bremer, g ....... . 2
program
on Mozart by Mr. and
Langen.
Eacn
guest
received
a
fapro3 Refreshmentswere served by the Velde went to Florida later for forgive his failure
2
1
Van Regenmorter,f 1
Mrs. John Richardson of East
vor.
Pictures
wore
taken
of
the
hostess.
0
duce
the
red
snapper,
he
probably
a
vacation,
he
had
better
luck
0
1
Bolema, c ........... 0
group and refreshments were Lansing, and there will be elecParticipatingwere Mrs. A1 Bu- and sent the crowd back home a won’t forget it for a long time.
2
0
0
Piersma, f ........... 1
tion of officers.
2 ter, Mrs. Henry Buter, Mrs. Har- huge kingfish.36 inches long and
0
The lunching crowd is some- served.
0
Kcmpker, g ........... 1
Guests
were
Gretchen
Steffens,
old Buter, Mrs. Kenneth Buter, weighing111 pounds.
thing of an institution.At first,
Bruce van Leu wen was dele- the men gathered around a large Judith Phillips.Marthena Bosch,
Totals ............... 37 19 14 93 Mrs. Earl Van Lente, Mrs. John
Maat, Mrs. John Bakker, Mrs. gated to prepare invitations which table, and at one time were dubb- Ruth Van Langen, Arlene Schutt,
Marlin Bakker, Clarene Bakker, he did more than adequately
ed “Knights of the Round Table." Phyllis Schrotenboer, Stephanie
Mrs. -tJerrit Hunderman, Mrs. poetry in electrotype on fancy Now, more often they are called Goodes, Diane Bos. Wanda Bos,
Karen Hertz. Judith loyer and
Richard Hunderman, Mrs. Albert stationerythe City Fathers.
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
List
Brenda Bontekoe.
Hazekamp, Mrs. A1 Vos, Mrs.

meeting of the chapter is scheduled for April. All members were
urged to Invite their employers to
this meeting.

The

or

l.unchins

Crowd Enjoys

Miss Gertrude

wen

Miss Morcio Ann Krool
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kraal of
337 West 16th St. announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Marcia Ann, to Larry Martin
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mar
tin of 213 Howard Ave.

Gives Report to Club

High Marks

Four archers posted scores of
more than 300 in last week's regular shoot held by the Holland
Junior Archery club.
Bob Helmink led the parade
with 328, closely followed by
Steve Kline with 322. Jack Westrate pasted 310 and Terry Hofmeycr 302. Other scorers:
Roger Mulder 296, Rod Passmore 290, Tom Klaasen 288, Ronald Bronson 280, Mel Bamaby
265, Arloa Hamelink 242, Delwyn
Mulder 234, Mark Beerthuis 229,
David Essenberg 218, Billy Keen
209, Larry Steggerda 204.
David Passmore 197, Roger
Klungle 190, Mary Elenbaas 190.
Richard Tague 177, Mark Tidd

m
i

Mi

Pentagon.

After spending a 20-day

fur-

lough in Holland, Pfc. Robert L.
Sova, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sova of 618 Howard Ave.,
left from Chicago Monday for
Camp Stoneman, Calif., where he
will be assigned to overseas duty.Mr. and Mrs. Howard Nyhof and

Miss Connie DuMond accompanied Pfc. Sova to Chicago. He
had been stationed at Westover

, It
*c:m

3$

Bob Visscher 151, Roger
Jacobs 141, Wayne Overway 140,
Roger Essenberg126, Lynola McKilueeg 118, John Mahon 116,
Dick Van Raalte 95, John Steigeda 58.
bilt 161,

' Corp. Douglas Hazebrook left
Sunday for Camp Lejeune, N. C.,
after spendinga 30-day furlough
with ‘ his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Van Raalte of 280 College
Ave. Corp. Hazebrook recently returned to the United States from
the Korean fighting front where
he was wounded. He arrived !n
Korea on Jan. 5, 1951, and was
sent back to the United States

1

on Jan. 6, 1952.

The refiningof sugar

is believed

to have developed in Persia.

Johann Strauag,who wrote more
than 500 waltzes, is known as the
"waits king."

Kansas produces about

one-

fourth of the nation's supply of
winter wheat.

It was a Happy crowd that gathered for a special fish luncheon a few
days after Dr. Otto van der Velds *ent home a. lift-pound, klngflah
measuring36 Inchea. Starting at left going around the table are
Dr. I. J. Lubbers, Don Lubbers, Walter Scott, Vernon D. Ten Cate,

hostesses.

Guests wore the Mesdamcf
Elmer Leeuw, Kenneth Leeuwfc
Russell Leeuw, Berdette Vandel
Kolk, Dennis Wyngarden, Joh$
Mokma. Emerson Leeuw, Calvin
Nykamp, Richard Zavadil, Helen

World War II, gave her annual
report al a meeting of the group
Monday evening In the club rooms
178 River Ave
Mrs. Huizcnga reported that the

group made 24 pairs of pajamas
two bath robes and 10 lap robes
for the Sunshinesanatorium;aid
was given to veterans' families in
the form of used clothing, used
furniture and groceries; a ward
party was given at Veterans Ad-

O’Connor, David Czerkles,William
Van Beck and Clarence O’Connor
and the Misses Joyce and Ruth

Van

A. A. Visscher,Daniel Ten Cate, Bruce van Leuwen,

Jamet

G.

Townsend, William

kegon and Dr.

J.

J.

Funeral Services Set
Grand Haven Special)— Fun^

eral services for Mrs. Emma R.
Gardner, 77, River road, route 2,
Spring Lake, who died at' her
home Wedne»Iay morning, will be
held from the Ringold funeral
home In Spring Lake, Saturday at
3 p.m., with Rev. Roy Marshal’
of the Spring Lake Presbyterian church officiating. Burial will
be in the Spring Lake cemetery.

Henry Ooating,

Olive, Walter H. McIntyre of Mus-

J. Brower.

(Peiina-Saaphoto)

Fort Okanogan was the first
American structure built In the

i

present state of Washington.
\

Liere.

On

Saturday afternoon,Mr*.
Leonard Van Liere entertained at
her home, 26 Gordon St. Colored
ministration hospital. Fort Custer, streamers, crepe piper roses and
and gifts were furnished for oth- a crepe paper-coveredsprinkling
er parties;magazine subscriptions can were used as decorations.The
and lioxes of candy were sent to bride broke balloons containing
hospitalized veterans,and $274 verses which directed her to hidworth of leather goods was sold den gifts or mentioneda game to
for a veteran in Sunshine sana- be played. Prize winners were Mrs.
torium.
Lester Brown, Mrs. Chester Van
During the business meeting Liere and Mrs. Arle Knap. Redelegates were elected to the state freshments were served.
convention to be held in KalamaOn the guest list were the Meszoo April 1 and 2. Elected wore dames William Van Beck, David
Mrs. Melva Crowle, president of Czerkies, Helen O’Connor, Martina
the group, first delegate; Mrs. Roosenraad, Chris Van Liere,
Hazel Bocks, first alternate; Mrs. John Leeuw, Chester Van Liere,
Blanche Schaffer,second delegate, Henry Weller, Henry Leeuw, Lesand Mrs. Martha De Witt, second ter Brown, Jay Quick, Arie Knap,
alternate.
Richard Garant and Misses Joyce
A war souvenir display is plan- and Ruth Van Liere.
ned for the next meeting on March
10 in the club rooms. Members are
requested to bring souvenirs and

Engagement Told

pictures of their sons or daughters
who served in World War H or
who are in the service now. Any
mother of a serviceman or woman
is invited to attend this meeting
which is in connection with the

membership contest.
Members also arc asked to bring
their used greeting cards to bo
sent to a children’shospital in

New

York.

Lunch was

served by

Mrs.

Schaffer and Mrs. Crowle.
Hospital Notes
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
Admitted to Holland hospital]

|

Tuesday were Mrs.

a are nee

Hamilton; Charles
DuboLre, 64 West Ninth St. (and
discharged);Mrs. Arthur Lem-[
men, route 1, East Saugatuck;
the Rev. John Vander Boek, route
5 (and discharged); Mary Kardux. Rest Haven; Mrs. John Holt,
105 East Eighth St.; Herman VanMiss Lynn Joyce Van Weelden
der Leek, 235 West 22nd St.
DischargedTuesday were WU-] Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Weelliam Van Houw, 254 West 16th den of Kalamazoo announce the
St.; the Rev. Earl Stine, Burnips; engagement of their daughter,
Mrs. Emerson Tanis and baby, 916 Lynn Joyce, to Donald La Verne
Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. James Schout Ihrman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and baby, route L Zeeland;Mrs. George Ihrman of 345 West 21st
Kenneth Harper and baby, route St., ’Holland:
4; Mrs. Lester Hulst and baby,
Miss Van Weelden.a graduate
126 East 18th St.; Mrs. Raymond of Hope college,is librarian at
Vanden Brink and baby, 900 Lin- Wyoming Park high school in
coln Ave.; Mrs. Alvin Justine, 129 Grand Rapids.
East 10th St.; Norman Frelander,
Mr. Ihrman, also a Hope gradu2711 East 11th St; Linda Lou ate, served with the • Navy in
Knoll, route 1; Laurel Maw. 168 World War II 4nd- now is superWest 18th St.; Mrs Jacob Molen- intendent of Churchillschool near
graf and baby, route 4.
Muskegon.

176, Jerry Israels171, John Steen- Ix*ila, route 1.

I::!::-

Reid, Mass.

Miss Ruth Van Liere. Refreshments were served by the

tion chainnan of the Mothers of

Junior Archers

m

and

Mrs. Marie Huizcnga, rehabilita-

to

HI

lacy doilies. Duplicate prizes for
to the bride-elect,
Mrs. Kenneth Lecuw, Mrs. Richard Zavadil, Mrs. Calvin Nykamp

RehabilitationChairman

4

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bontekoe
and daughter,Blair, of 448 College Ave., plan to move next
week-end to Birmingham, Ala.
Corp. Chuck Bradley, son of
Mrs. C. M. Bradley of 198 East
Eighth St., spent the week-end
with his mother. He left Sunday
for Washington,D C., where he
is stationed while working in the

Miscellaneous « ho
were
given Tuesday evening and last
Saturday afternoon for Miss Gertrude O'Connor, who will be married Friday to Eugene Van Uere.
Mrs. Leonard Van Llere and
Mrs. Chester Van Licre entertained In her honor Tuesday evening
at the latter's home, 614 West 29th
St. Gifts for the bride-electwere
placed on a table beneath a mirror decorated with red hearts on

games went

van der Velde Sends From Florida

Personals

Connor

Feted at Two Showers

Big Kingfish

—

0f

I

I

I
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Big Reds Trounce

8tli

Dutch

Perfect Season

in

Final

De Vries, Sgt. Brower

Wed

The Holland high eighth grade
basketball team closed its season
Friday with a smashing 67-7 victory over the Marne eighth grad-

Southwestern Tilt
Muskegon (Special) — A nearperfect Muskegon high school
basketball machine ruined any
hopes Holland high school held
of ending its last season in the
Southwestern conferenceon top
of the heap here Friday night
when the Big Reds drubbed the

ers.

Fourteen players saw action for
the Little Dutch and all hit the
scoring column. Hie regulars
played only the first quarter and
half of the final period and Coach
Jack Rombouts used his reserves
most of the game.
Marne had lots of trouble finding the hoop and Holland took a
33-2 halftimelead after leading
24-2 at the first quarter. Tom Overbeek led the winners with 18
points, and Ryan scored six of
Marne’s seven points.
The Junior Dutchmen thus ended their season with 10 wins and

Dutchmen 64-46.
The victory for Coach Tom McShan nock's outfit pushed Muskegon into a final first place tie
with Kalamazoo, which defeated
Grand Haven Friday 64-47. Both
have league marks of eight wins
and two losses. Holland winds
up in third spot with seven wins
and three losses.

no losses, and claimed sole possesOttawa County Junior
High league championship.

sion of the

The Muskegon triumph was
built largely on the drive-in ability of two stocky Big Reds— Don

Rademaker and Bob

...Miss

Grade Ends

Fairfield.

Both boys either skirted Dutch
defenses or drove right through
them all evening to rack up a
combined total of 38 points— 20
for Rademaker and 18 for Fairfield.

The cut-in "shoot only when
close" style of ball used by the
Big Reds worked superbly against
Holland. In fact, five of the eight
buckets Muskegon scored in the
first quarter were of the lay-up
variety.
Holland meanwhile was generally on the cold side. The Dutch
held almost even in the first quarter, fell off in the second stanza
scoring two buckets, came back
strongly in the third period, and
fell off again in the final canto.
For the evening, Coach Fred
Weiss’ boys hit on only 22 per
cent of their field goal attempts,
collectingon 17 of 75 shots from
the floor. In addition,all around
floor play was ragged, but this
was due in part to Muskegon’seffective defensive play.
Fairfield started Muskegon off
on the winning track in the opening quarter by sinking the first
two buckets of the game, both on
driving plays. Holland rallied to
hold even through the quarter,
led at one point 10-8, and slipped
back to a 14-17 defkht at the
whistle. •
The second stanza saw Muskegon outscorethe Dutch 18-8, ss
the Holland offensive grew "stone

Orioles Topple
The firat floor lobby at City Hall provides a welcome haven for
some of Holland's independent older set, who use the building a
great deal during cold weather to just sit around and kletz. When
the weather warms up a little, most of the men gather in Centennial
park across the street Pictured discussingsome of the more im-

portant topics of today and yesterday are (left to right) Bill Van
Alsburg, Ralph Visser, Albert Drost, John Oudman, William Kenny,
Hank Bos, Clarence Dokter, Fred Massa, Martinus Poelman, William
Nykamp and Jacob Kraal.
(Sentinelphoto)

Undefeated

Team

The league-leading Lakers finally toppled from the undefeated
ranks in the seventh grade city
recreation basketball league Saturday
third-place
Orioles turning the trick 19-18.

with the

Kletzing in City Hall

Vander Jagt Wins Local War Bride

To

Family

Johnny Cook led the winners
with eight

points, while Marshall

lit
Sgt. and Mrs. L. Dale Brower

Wedding vows w’ere spoken on
Friday evening, Feb. 15, by Miss
Norma De Vries, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gus L. De Vries, 500
Michigan Ave., and Sgt. L. Dale
Brower, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Laurence Brower, 255 West 18th

(Prince photo)
featuring a two-tiered peplum and a white nylon tulle stole.

gown

‘

The

bridesmaid wore a gown
of white taffeta with a red
nylon tulle stole. Both wore

Elzinga and Les Overway scored
six each for the lasers. It was
• Mrs. Margaret Gearhart. Pine
matching madcaps and carried
the Lakers’ first loss in nine
Crest Dr., will sail from New starts.
heart-shaped bouquets of red carSt.
Guy Vander Jagt, Hope col- York City Friday aboard the S.
nations outlined with white hyaA traditionas old as the coffee
The Celtics and Globetrotters
The Valentine ceremony was cinths. Their pearl chokers were
S.
America
bound
for
her
nakletz itself is being observed daily lege junior from Cadillac, won
still found themselves in the
performed in Trinity Reformed gifta of the bride.
in Holland's City Hall.
first place individual award in tive Germany. Mrs. Gearhart, a league cellar as they dropped
i
After the ceremony, a reception
The first floor corridor— some the Michigan Intercollegiatewar bride, will visit her mother. games to the All-Stars and Red- church by the Rev. Henry Ten
Clay of GrandvillePalms, ferns, for 150 guests was held in the
call it the rotunda— is quite the Speech League tournament held Mrs. Man,- Greiner, and her three skins respectively.
candelabra and baskets of red Trinity parish house. The bride’s
gatheringplace for a group of at Michigan State college Satur- sisters and a brother, of Ulm,
In a special exhibition game
carnations
formed a setting for aunt and unde. Mr. and Mrs.
Germany.
Final session of the Camp Fire older men who like to sit around day. This is the second year VanSaturday, a team compased of allThis will be Mrs. Gearhart's star players from the seventh the double ring rites. White bows Kelly Trapp of Grand Haven were
leaders training program,started and talk. When the weather is der Jagt has won top honors in
and red flowers decorated the master and mistress of ceremonlast fall, was held Wednesday warmer, the same group gatheis this tournament. He scored 41 out first visit with her family since grade league played Harrington
pews. Organistwas Elwood Ber- ies Punch was served by Mrs.
evening at the home of Mrs. A. E. on benches in CentennirJ park.
she
left
Germany
three
and
a
half
school.
The
suburbans
wound
up
of a passible45 points.
Hildebrand.101 West 26th St.
And it Isn't just idle chatter Seven Hope college students .rears ago. Her two daughters. on the .short end of a 22-13 count. kompas of Niles, cousin of the Ron Schipper of Holland and Mrs.
bride. The Rev. John Hains, past- Marvin Ver Schure of Grand RapTopic ot discussion for the even- that occupies these sages. There were awarded certiticates for ex- Georgia, who will be four in May.
The league will clasp its season or of Trinity churcd. was soloist.
ids. Mrs. Jim Miller of Holland1
ing was "Ceremonials.’'
isn’t one question too big or too cellency in debating. They were and Michelle. 18 months old. will next Saturday at the junior high
He
sang
"Because."
"O
Promise
and
Mrs. Vern Schipper of LansMrs. Hildebrand, trainingchair- small that comes in for its share Margaret Feldman, Richard remain here with their father. E. gym.
Me" and "The Lord s Prayer."
ing arranged the gifts. Dinner
man, discussed the purpose of. of opinion, whether it's present Kruizenga, Robert Dethmers, F. Gearhart,a student at Hope
Standings:
Attendants of the bride were music for the reception was proceremonials and the value of plan- or past.
Stanley Vander Aarde, Roy Lums- college.
W L Mrs. Harold Brink, the groom's vided by Miss Marcia Bouwa,
ning with the girls in the group.
Friday was an exceptionally den. Garret Wilderdinkand Gail
Mrs. Gearhart will be m Ger- Lakers
8
sister, who was matron of honor, pianirtt, and Miss Dorothy KaasA demonstrationcouncil fire, em- nice day and close to 20 men Van Zyl.
many for two months. Besides Redskins
7
and Mrs. Herman Slager brides- hoek was in charge of the guest
phasizing friendship,was carried dropped in for a chat in the afOthers who participated in the her family, she plans to visit sev- Orioles ......................................
5
maid. Earl Newell assisted the book. Toasts were given by Rev.
out under directionof Mrs. Albert ternoon. Ordinarilj a dozen Is the tournamentfrom Hope college eral friends throughoutsouthern All-Stars ..................................
3
groom as best man. Ushers were Hains and Rev. Ten Clay.
Timmer, executive director. Tak- regular afternoon figure. There were Gerdine De Graaf, Mary Germany. Her return trip also Celtics ........................................
2
Harold Brink and Clarence BrowThe newlyweds left on a southing part in lighting and extingu- are fewer in the morning.
Olert, Chester Veldhuis, Phyllis will be aboard the America.
Globetrotters............................
2
er. the groom's cousin.
ern wedding trip. For going away
cold dead in the market.” The ishing candles were the Mesdames
Some of the men have part- Vander Schaaf, Barbara Brinks, The Gearhartswere married in
For her wedding the bride the bride wore a gray suit, red
visitorsracked up only two bas- George Braun, Clifton Dalman, time jobs such as janitor work in Randall Vande Water. David Ha- Germany in August. 1947, while
chose a gown of white nylon net and black chrek coat with black
kets during the eight minuted-- Ted Range, Andrew Dalman, stores or churches and a visit ger and William Kloote.
he was stationed there with the
and Chantillylace over satin. velvet trim, red accessoriesand a *
one a tip-in by Tom Maentz and James Hardie, Ray Wagenveld with their pals in the City Hall
Judges representing Hope were U.S. Army. Their older daughter Senior
Style features were the fitted red carnation corsage.
the other a long shot by Dean and Don Elenbaas.
provides a pleasant diversion for Wilson RinHer and Gene Heidema, was born there They came to the
lace bodice with nylon net yoke
Sgt. Brower, a Holland high
Vander Wal. Muskegon led at the
Plans were announced for the day. Others do seasonal work students at Western Theologicd United States in 1948 and lived at
trimmed with* lace and the long school graduate, is stationed with
half 35-22.
Camp Fire’s Birthday Week such as painting and decorating seminary.Arthur Ponstein and Diamond Springs several months
sleeves with nylon ruffles at the the U. S. Army at Camp McCoy,
The breath of renewed life flick- March 16 to 22, when several or gardening, which leaves a slack Lambert Ponstein,debating coach. before moving to Holland in 1949.
pointed wrists.A lace peplum ac- Wis. Before entering service he
ered in the Dutch performancein specialevents will be held. A dis- season in the winter.
A total of 2.460 persons attend- cented the full net skirt which was employed at Michigan Bell
Mrs. Gearhart is employed at
A few live at Resthaven,and
the third quarter, and with play in a local store will be feaPersonality Beauty Salon in Hol- ed the 1952 senior play, “Seven ended in a slight train. A white Telephone Co. The bride, a gradMaentz and Frank Van Dyke tured with the following leaders a walk through the park to the
land. She was trained for her Sisters." which clofiedThursday satin madcap held her fingertip uate of Holland high, attended
leading the scoring way Holland and their girls assisting in ar- City Hall for a chat on national
work in Germany, where three n^ght at Holland high school audi- veil and she carried a heart-shap- Hope college and now' Ls employed
pulled up to stay within striking rangements: Mrs. William Van affairs gives zest to the day's pro(From Monday’s Sentinel)
ed bouquet of white carnations at Peoples State bank. She will
years of schooling are required torium.
distance. A desperation shot by Howe, church: Mrs. William gram.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Essenburg, to become a beauty operator.
Wednesday night's perform- and hyacinths centeredwith rod live with her parents while her
Fairfieldat the third whistle gave Pluim. camp; Mrs. Wagenveld. Some say the discussions 52 West 17th St., and Mr. and
ances attracted the largestcrowd, carnations. Her only jewelry was husband is in service.
Mu Aegon its final two-points to hiking; Mrs. Braun, service; Mrs. amount to virtually an "open Mrs. Ernest H. Poest, 735 State
713. in the four-night run. Thurs- a pair of heart-shapedearrings, The groom's parents entertainbuild a 48-36 cushion.
Don Prins, frontiers; Mrs. Har- forum" but whether the subject St., have returned home from
day evening 692 attended.
gift of the groom.
ed the bridal party alter the reTickets were sold by all HolFor the first half of the final die, home. Mrs. Timmer also an- is simple or complicated,a variety Florida, where they vacationed
Mrs. Brink wore a red taffeta hearsal on Thursday evening.
land high seniore in a contest
period, Dutch teamwork that fea- nounced that individual council of opinions usually Ls forthcoming. for two weeks at Miami.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
A few years ago. the men pro- Jacquelyn S o r c e. rear-old The Rev. George Schuiling of which pitted the girls against the
tured a couple of sharp passes bv fires will be held at various
Van Dyke and Gordon Hulst kepi schools in the spring. Mrs. Wag- vided a bit of informationun- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dearborn has declined his call hoys. The .winning team has not
Holland in contention. With foin enveld announced the Longfellow knowingly. Some youngsters who Sorce, 1598 South Shore Dr., is in from the Ottawa Reformed yet been determined. The losers
will give a class party.
minutes to play, Fairfieldand school council five will be on were assigned character roles in Blodgetthaspital,Grand Rapids, church.
After Thursday’s performance,
Rademaker turned on the steam April 25.
a local play picked up some point- where she was taken Saturday Mrs. Carrie Rozema accompanand built Muskegon’s lead to 19 Refreshments were served by ers on how to walk, talk and a following convulsions. Her condi- ied her son. Fred and family, to the class presented to Miss Ruby
Calvert, director, a gift and a
points. The two buckets that com- the hostess.
few other habits.
tion is improved, hut she will con- Casnovia Sunday where they vispletely broke the Dutch seemed
Leaders attending from the varThe personnel changes from tinue to take tests to determine ited the former’s brother, Ben bouquet of rases. A party for the
Art by the masters of Europe group, introduced the speaker.
cast and all others taking part in
to be when the Big Reds tallied ious schools included: Beechwood, year to year. A City Hall employe the origin.
Knoper, who is ill.
from the early 1300’s to the modDuring the business session it
four points in quick succession by Mrs. J. Gebben, Mrs. Dick Van- said very few of the local group
Mrs. John K. Van Lente and the production was given later in erns of the 20th century wak seen which Mrs. Henn Steffens presidMrs. Arthur Visser. 663 Graafthe
evening
at
the
American
Legder
Yacht:
Harrington.
Mrs.
Harmen alone under the basket.
were there a few years ago.
schap rd., returned Wednesday Mrs. Minnie Hop of Holland, were
Thursday evening by members of ed, announcementwas made by
ion club house. All seniors were
Maentz and Van Dyke account- die; Lakeview, Mrs. Gerrit VanHolland branch, American Asso- Mrs. Preston Lindens, secretary
from a trip to California. She was entertained at the home of Mrs.
invited.
ed for the lion’s share of Holland den Bos; Lincoln. Mrs. Andrew
ciation of University Women. The of the biennial regional AAUW
accompanied to Los Angeles by Mary Lugers recently.
Bridal
Shower
Given
scoring. Maentz counted 17 and Dalman; Longfellow.Mrs. ElenThe Home Economics club met
arl reproductions were shown by conference, to lx- held in April it
her brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
Van Dyke 15 to rack up all but baas, Mrs. G. J. Tillema, Mrs. At Jack Stroop Home
Richard Yonkers, director of the Grand Rapids. Mrs. Steffens anand Mrs. Clare Brown. They visit- at the home of Mrs. Jack Niehoer
14 of the Dutch markers.' The Wagenveld; Maplewood, Mrs.
Grand Rapids art gallery, who nounced appointment of Mrs.
ed another sister. Mrs. Peter Moll Tuesday evening with 16 members
A bridal shower was given Friback line fell down noticeably for Fred Van Naarden; Van Raaite.
presented a "slide lecture’’ on Stanley Boven, chairman. Miss
and her husband in Los Angeles present. The lesson on "Up-to(From Friday’* Sentinel)
Holland with only two free Mrs. Egbert Gerritsen.Mrs. day evening at the home of Mrs.
and other relativesin San Diego. Date Meal Planning,” was preMr. and Mrs. Melvin Van Heu- “Art of Middle Europe.’’
Clara Reevertsand Miss Jantina
throws scored by the four Dutch Braun: Washington. Mrs. Van Jack Stroop, 531 Pine Ave., in
San FrancLco and Palm Springs. sented by the leaders, Mrs. Horace keluj.i and daughtersspent SunMr. Yonkers, a student ol Cran- Holleman as the nominating comHowe; Waukazoo, Mrs. led Aal- honor of Miss Barbara Oudeguards who saw action.
Maatman and Mrs. Niehoer. They day in Kalamazoo ’"ith their par- brook. who recently returned from mittee.
Mrs. Eldon Dack 84 East Ninth
One good Holland feature was derink, Mrs. H. G. D** Vries; molen, bride-electof Ronald Walstressed that home makers should ents. Mr. and Mrs. Lewie Van
St.,
returned
Thursday
from
Europe where he visitedmost of
Members of the hostess comthe way Maentz shackled Earl Junior high, Mrs. Range, Mrs. ters. Hostesses were Miss Ann
Union City where she was called strive to serve not only attractive Heukelum and sons.
the famous art museums, pointed mittee. Mrs. lyxin Hopkins, chairClifton
Dalman.
Mrs.
John
VanMorrall, third high scorer in the
Bomers. Mrs. John Kuiper and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink out characteristicsof painters in man. served refreshments from an
Monday by the d<ath and funeral and interestingmeals but also try
Mrs. Roy Walters.
conference, with a tight defensive de Water and Mrs. J. Peters.
Jo include the "basic seven" each and Miss Mary Ann Stegeman aceach period from the early Ital- attractivetable decorated to comsen-ices
for
her
cousin,
Mrs.
J.
The evening was spent playing
job. Morrall scored only one basday for good nutrition. They also companied Mr. and Mrs. J. A. ians and early Flemish through
Roe.
memorate George Washington’s
ket all evening.
games with prizes being awarded
told how to plan a menu, consid- Vruggink to Grand Rapids Sunthe Renaissance,Barocque, Ro- birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grissen
The game, played before a
to Mrs. Stove Oudemolen and
ering color, texture and variety. day afternoon where they called coco. Romantic,impressionistic
Mrs. Jack Grissen. A two-course announce the birth Saturday of Two food quizzes for all members on Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ziel.
packed house at spacious Central
and modern periods.He explained
a
daughter.
Patricia
Ann.
at
Ludauditorium, winds up conference
lunch was served.
concluded the program.
Alton Bruins of Hope college the transitionsfrom one period to Band Review Work Starts
action in the Southwestern for
Invited were the Mesdames Al- ington.Mrs. Grissen is the former
Oliver Banks has returned to was a supper guest Sunday of
Harold J. Karsten. chairman
the next and showed how one
Holland, which leaves the loop *n With
len Calahan, Gilbert Lugten, How- Elaine Palmbos,daughter of Mr. his home after spendinga week Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Stegeman
for the 1952 hand review, a highperiod
grew
out
of
another.
June. Two more games remain
ard Lugten, Larry Lugten, Mel- and Mrs. Henry Palmbos of 96 with his twin sister. Mrs. Olive and Jackie.
light of. the Tulip Time festival,
He especiallyemphasized Giot- has sent out band review broon the Dutch schedule before revin Lugten of Hamilton.Gerald West 21st St.
Briggs in Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Houtman of
Grand Haven (Special) _ A 60gional tournament play begins in
Mann, Clare Walters of Fennville, Red Cross Gray Ladies who
Mrs. Harry Schamper is con- Grand Rapids visited Mr. and to, who is credited with giving chures to 75 to 100 bands. Deadcent investment in a pair of rubMarch.
Bert Vrieling, John Smith, John visitedVeterans’ hospital at Fort fined to her home with a strep Mrs. Herman Brink last Satur- "space" to art; the famous van line for filing applications is
ber gloves to wear when handling
Eyck brothers of the Netherlands, March 29. The annual band reGrand Rapids Centra] is the opDiekema, Jack Grissen, Steve Custer Saturday were: Mrs. Mil- throat.
day.
newly-born pigs and calves is
who are said to have invented oil view features18 or 19 outside
ponent next Tuesday, with OtOudemolen, Dena Hughes of Hol- dred Barense, Mrs. Neal TiesenMr.
and
Mrs.
Cornie
Vanden
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Ligtcheap insurancefor farmers
tawa Hills closing the schedule on
land and the Misses Lois Lugten ga. Mrs. Gerrit Hoving. Mrs. Bosch entertained Mrs. Henry enherg and Jackie spent last Fri- painting; the master Rembrandt, bands and the parade of bands
against the danger of undulant
who introduced a new method of which follows has 30 to 35 hands,
March 4.
of Hamilton, IJla Brower of Leona Kellogg and Mrs. Gordon Redder. Martha and John, at their day with relatives at Lucas.
fever, L. R. Arnold, county agrilighting, and Cezanne,"the father
Emaus.
Holland (46)
Drenthe
and
Donna
Oudemolen
home
Friday
evening.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Van
ZoerKarstqn also is making arrangecultural agent, said today.
of
modern painting,"who gave Us ments for the Saturday night
Edner H. Slagh, College Ave.,
FG FT PF TP He says that several Michigan of Holland.
en
and
family
of
Zeeland
visited
Angie, young daughterof Mr.
Vander Wal, f .. 4
4
9
has returned home from Mexico, and Mrs. Kenneth Rozema under- Mr. and Mrs. William Ziel Sun- color. In modern painting. Mr. Variety program.
1
farmers have run up good-sized
Yonkers said, emphasis is placed
Maentz. f ........ 6
5
17
where he vacationed for six went a tonsillectomyat Holland day evening.
1
hospital and doctor bills when they Hope Students Entertain
on
the pattern of the picture In Atlanta, Ha., diaper servioi
Van Dyke, c
6
3
15
1
weeks. He spent some time at hospital Saturday morning.
Wesley Sikkema of Hope colwere sick with undulant fever.
Klom parens, g .. 0
5
1
1
Mexico City and Acapulco and
lege was a Sunday guest at the rather than representation as an trucks are forbidden to have musi
Mrs.
George
Smeyers
is
spendPatients
at
Percy
Jones
They traced the disease to handearlier paintings.
Hulst. g ............ 0
2
1
1
also visited Cuernavaca, Taxco ing several weeks with her chil- Roy La Huis home.
leal horns playing "Rock-a-By<
ling young pigs or calves whos<Mrs. Wilma Reed who is chair- Baby," according to Thef Americai
Kempker ............0
0
3
0
A
group of Hope college stu- and Puebla. While in Mexico dren, Mr. and Mrs. Andre* Welters Mrs. Dena Cheyne of Grand
mothers had brucellosis.Often it
Art Study Magazine.
Moran .............. 1
1
2
3
dents. under sponsorship of the City, he saw Russ McKee, former in Zeeland.
Rapids spent Sunday with the man of the
takes years to completely recover
Burns .............. 0
0
0
0
Red Cross entertainmentand in- Sentinel sports editor, who now
Mrs. Maude Ovens and Mrs. family of her son, Mr and Mrs.
from undulpnt fever.
Kenneth Cheyne.
The county agent also warned structioncommittee,provided en- is editor of the Mexioo City News, Carrie Rozema visited Mrs. Sarah
17
12
46
18
Mr. and Mrs. Manley Stegetertainment for veterans at Percy an English newspaper.
Hassevoort Wednesday afternoon.
that it’s much sater to call your
Muskegon (64)
Jones
hospital on Sunday.
man
spent Sunday evening with
Mrs.
Charles
Vos
and
Mr.
and
veterinarianto treat a cow which
Morrall. f ........
2
4
1
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dykema and
A program, arranged by Sue Mrs. Guite Ballast and children, South Blendon Bowling
has not cleaned properly after
Rademaker, f .... 8
4
20
5
sons at HudsonVille.
calving instead ot trying to do the Culbertson, was staged for the Dwight and Cindy, arrived home
Heuser, c .......... 4
3
5
11
Mrs. JosephineUtley of Coldpatients.
Humorous
readings
were
Friday
after
a
three-week
vacaTeams Meet lor Dinner
work yourself.
Bright, g .......... 3
7
1
5
water spent last Wednesday and
Often the reason for the trouble given by Elizabeth Schmidt, Lois tion in California.
Fairfield,g ......8
2
18
3
North Blendon (Special) —The Thursday with the family of her
KleLs and Lee Fasce. Sue Culbertis that the cow has brucellosis. In
Voss •••••«••••••••«••• 2
2
4
0
South
Blendon bowling teams No. daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Littleson,
Nan
Johnson
and
Carolyn
this case it’s better to let someClub Has Luncheon Meet
David ................ 0
0
0
0
1 and 2 and the Townliners, to- field.
one do the job who has had ex- Robinson presented a ukelele
Nyblade ........0
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vander
0
0
0
gether with their wives, had a
At Warm Friend Tavern
perience in protecting himself number.
A humorous solo was sung by The monthly business meeting chicken dinner at Bosch’s restaur- Beek and Ruth of Muskegon visitagainst the disease.
ed their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
26 12 21
64
Paul Vander Woude, accompan- and luncheonof the Newcomers ant, Zeeland, Saturday evening.
Gerrit Brink, last Friday evening.
Following
the
dinner
the
ied by Carol.iTi Lang. Miss Lang club was held Wednesday at the
Mrs Alice Glashower and her
Economics Club Has
group sang and played games aralso played a piano solo. "Deep Warm Friend Tavern.
guest of Boston, Mass., were enranged
by
the
Mesdames
H.
Purple.” Harriet Pennington sang
Bridge and canasta were playMeal Planning Lesson
Heihns, D. Vruggink and C. Ryns- tertained at the home of Mr. and
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
A lesson in meal planning was "Sweethearts.”accompanied by ed and prizes were awarded to berger.
Mrs. Peter Vander Laan and famNan
Johnson.
Appearing
In cos- Mrs. Russell Powell and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Molyneux presentedat a regular meeting
ily Sunday.
Attending
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
K
have returned from their honey- of the Federal Home Economics tume in a specialtyskit were Pat Herbert Childress.
Miss Mary Ann Stegeman spent
Pickens an' Ernestine Brummler.
The
club
will
have
its month- Brower, Mr. and Mrs. G. Sietsma,
moon to Niagara Fall*..Mri.Molv- club Wednesday evening at FedSaturday and Sunday with Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
Stegeman,
Mr.
Hope Berger and June Fiedler ly party on Saturday evening,
Yes you can get a complete set of this fine Cattaraugua
neux is the former Della Mac eral school. Mrs. Vivian Van Tak
and Mrs. J. Wabake, Mr. and and Mis. Jacob Vruggink and
kitchen cutlery or as many pieces as you wish. Made
March 1. in the VFW hall.
Dragt. They will make their homo and Mrs. Andrew Veens tra were w'ene mistresses of ceremonies.
boys at
ol specially tempered, chrome plated vanadium steel
Forty-threemembers and six Mrs. H. Vander Wal, Mr. and Mrs.
Transportationfor the group
near Coopersville.
the leaders.
with ebon.aed hard rubber handles. Meat Slicer...Cook
guests
were
present. Guests in- L. Berndt, H. Kran, Mr. and
included
the
Red
Cross
station
Bobbie Van Dyke is able to be
Mrs. Carroll Norlin. chairman,
Knife.. .Bread and Cake Knife... Cook Fork. .Pancake
cluded
Mrs.
Anthdny
Bourke
of Mrs. C. Meeuwsen, Mr. and Mrs. Firemen Make Run
wagon.
Dr.
L;
J.
Lubbers'
car
and
out again after having been ill opened the meeting Sixteen memTurner Utility Knife... Boning Knife or Fruit Knife.
C.
Rysberger,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
Scarsdale, N. Y., Mrs. William
City firemen made a run at 7:20
Your choice... take one piece or take all. For each
with scarlet fever.
bers were present. During the a car driven by Ted- Bosch.
McVea of West Palm Beach, Fla., Vruggink,Mr. and Mrs. G. Red- p.m, Sunday on a stiir alarm to
Piece send one boxtop or bag front from famm.«
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Knoper business session, a pot luck was
McKenzies buttermilk pancakTmix o
Between Japan and Korea the Mrs. A. L. Edwards of Columbia, der, Mr. and Mrs. R. Vander Mo- the Pete Terpstra home'1 at 25th
and children have moved into planned for March 19.
Mckenzies buckwheat pancake Mixand
sea
is so shallow that' a compara- Moh Mrs. John Kingshott of Mus-1 len, Mr. and Mrs. H. Klamer, Mr. and Columbia where an overheattheir new home In Zeeland. Mrs.
Refreshments were served by tively Bliftht upheaval of the bot- kegon, Mrs. Virgil Holbrook of and Mrs. H. Heihns, Mr. and Mrs.
the small amount indicated on the box or bag. Full
ed oil heater threatened to get out
Wm. Schmidt
— ------ has purchased
ue
details for ordering printed on every box and hag
Mrs. Harry De Visser and Mrs. tom would permit an army to walk Chicago, and Mrs. D. Sanborn of G. Wabake ,and Mr. and Mrs. M.
of hand. There was little or no
wed into their former residence. Henry De Visser.
acrosb (IrysluaL
•AVI TNI BOXTOPS OR BAG FRONTS
Muakegoa
Vander Gutcha,
damage.
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